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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to investigate if a social practice methodology can be applied as a niche
innovation to push the building industry to decouple itself from its current resource-heavy status quo. This novel
methodology elevates the concept of utilising the existing housing stock as an asset that can be densified through
an ethnographic and spatial survey of residents. This method is taken to see if human desire for shared space and
togetherness can achieve this ecologically necessary resource redistribution. The ethos of this novel
methodology is structured around literature in planetary boundaries, systems change, sufficiency, and circular
economies.

This framework notes the urgency and scale at which the building industry must decouple itself and
move as a sociotechnical system towards a safe and just operating system. The methodology collects behaviour,
spatial, and sharing interdependency preferences that seek to understand and challenge the relation between
well-being and high floor areas per capita. Using a case study in inner city Copenhagen, Denmark, the
methodology shows that there is potential to densify a multi-tenant building through spatial reductions and
grouping shared practices. The significance of this study seeks to structure a niche innovation that can be
grounded in sufficiency principles that can be championed by stakeholders throughout the industry’s value
chain. The theoretical and methodical approach is strengthened through a collaboration within the Strategic
Design and Entrepreneurship program between Copenhagen Business School and the Royal Danish Academy.
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1

Introduction
There is a plethora of hot spots across the architecture, engineering, and construction industry primed for

sociotechnical shifts to occur for sustainable transitions. A main tension point will be played out in urban areas,
as 55 percent of the world’s population lives in urban areas, a proportion that is expected to increase to 68
percent by 2050. Projections show that urbanization, combined with the overall growth of the world’s
population, could add another 2.5 billion people to urban areas by 2050 (UN DESA, 2020). To accommodate
these projected growth figures, cities will need to increase key infrastructural elements, with demand for housing
and land for development intrinsically linked to household projections (UN Habitat, 2011)

While on one hand there is this dramatic projection for urban growth, urban development professionals
must also reckon with the reality that the building sector is responsible for the largest share of
both global carbon emissions and resource consumption on the planet. The building and construction sector is
responsible for 39 percent of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and 40 percent of resource consumption −
the largest of any sector (EMF, 2019). Thus far, efforts to reduce carbon have concentrated on the energyefficiency of operational systems and more recently, attention is now shifting to the 11 percent of carbon
embodied in construction materials and processes – which is forecast to form half of all building related
emissions by 2050 (WGBC, 2019).

Despite global progress in the architecture, engineering, and construction sector towards embodied and
operational carbon (CO2) emission reductions, “building sector emissions increased 2 percent from 2017 to
2018, to reach a record high”. This growth was driven primarily by large expansions in floor space per person
and population growth that led to a 1 percent increase in total energy consumption. While efficiency
improvements continue to be made, they have not yet been enough to outpace the sheer demand for built space
(WGBC, 2019).

As a response to the interconnected problem of urban growth and its associated environmental impacts,
numerous researchers have drawn attention away from concepts and improvements in environmental efficiency
towards sufficiency – a state in which people’s basic needs are met equitably while ecological limits are
respected (Darby and Fawcett, 2018). In the context of the built environment, the concept of sufficiency aims to
challenge the demand for floor area consumption at its core, encouraging a more thorough consideration of what
is enough space to meet basic human needs with respect to the environmental limits and planetary
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boundaries. Integrating sufficiency perspectives into the building industry to meet the dual challenge of a
growing population and environmental limits, the industry will have to take innovative steps in separating
themselves from the creation of new floor area where the existing building stock can be reimagined as a resource
to meet the needs and well-being of current and future residents.

1.1

Research Question
This thesis provokes the question, in order to stay within the carrying capacity of the planet while

meeting the projected growth in urban areas, does new urban development need to occur or can the existing
building mass meet future demand for housing while maintaining basic needs and achieving a fair level of wellbeing for the inhabitants themselves?

With this research question in mind, this body of research investigates the following:

1. Can current dwelling spatial norms be challenged and reduced through spatial redistribution mechanisms
powered through a user’s preference for communal interdependency?
2. Is densification through building retrofits and conceptualizing the existing building stock as a circular
resource a path forward to decoupling the building industry from the development of new space in the
face of increasing urbanization?
3. On a methodological and process level, can social practice design be applied as a tool for architects,
residents, and other industry stakeholders to push the sociotechnical system towards designing urban
living with sufficiency-based principles?

Urbanists and architects will play a fundamental role in designing these urban spaces of the future and
will have to reflect on “what is enough space” to maintain a high level of social well-being while living within
our ecological limits. These spaces can ultimately challenge the way society interacts and perceives cultural and
spatial norms. Therefore, this thesis aims to establish a social practice methodology that reveals a context
specific framework for spatial reduction within urban areas that boast currently unsustainable floor consumption
per capita averages.
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1.2

Relevance
Denmark is a relevant country for this investigation as the country maintains a floor area average of 52.8

square meters per capita, making it one of the highest consumers of floor space on the planet (Ellsworth-Krebs,
2019).

Figure 1: Floor area per capita by selected countries

Note: Figure 1 is adapted from a table displaying globally collected data on floor area per capita, with a selection of Western and
Eastern countries to display the disparity between spatial norms. Source: Ellsworth-Krebs (2019).

By the year 2030, Denmark's population is projected to be 6.05 million people, a 3.5 percent increase
compared to 2021 levels (Denmark Statistics, 2021). It is crucial that Denmark enables efficient urban planning
and management practices that deal with the challenges brought by urbanisation and population growth while
adhering to its 2050 climate neutrality goal for the country and 2030 target for the capital city of Copenhagen.

In Denmark, more than 113 million square metres of floor area is expected to be added in new building
construction by 2050, with 85 percent being projected as residential units (Drysdale et al., 2019). This begs the
question – does Denmark need to add 96 million square metres of additional floor space to meet future
population growth projections? Or can the building industry approach the existing built environment as a
resource, and radically reimagine new spaces of opportunity within the spaces that already exist?
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The Danish housing sector is the most significant contributor to carbon emissions and energy
consumption in the built environment. At the same time, floor area per capita continues to rise (Drysdale et al.,
2019). Therefore, it is critical to address the spatial consumption of dwellings by unlocking the potential of the
existing urban fabric and promoting a higher degree of shared connections between residents, their space, and
the surrounding environment.
While Denmark is home to some of the world’s leading architecture firms regarding sustainability and
human-centred urbanism (Danish architecture, 2020) the industry must continue to innovate in a radical sense
where they can envision the existing building mass as a circular resource. This reorientation to the built
environment will mean different approaches to how the current market functions. However, there is opportunity
to kick-start emerging business opportunities around niche innovations for urban dwelling and this body of
research aims to contribute to understanding the propensity of this new market through a social practice
methodology.

There is immense potential in using a social practice design methodology as a tool to create niche
innovations for urban dwelling by framing the building industry as a sociotechnical system. Large and often
cumbersome sociotechnical systems are made up of millions of daily social practices conducted by individuals
(Geels et al, 2017). Thus, any innovation that transforms a system must take note of the practices it seeks to
change. This investigation seeks to gain a deeper understanding of how urban residents relate to their spatial
consumption and daily practices.
In addition to the thesis’ methodological relevance to the field of design studies and systems-thinking,
the linked aim of a sufficiency-based densification approach for urban areas, while avoiding the environmental
impact of new building development, speaks directly to growing cities around the world.
Sustainability as a topic in architecture and urban planning has evolved into understanding the industry’s
own resource consumption and approaches to their building’s life cycles and energy use, but by identifying what
methods for sufficient based design are scalable and impactful is a step towards a larger sociotechnical transition
that is needed by an industry that is resource intensive.
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1.3

Multidisciplinary Collaboration
To confront the large complexity and considerations presented by sociotechnical transitions, this thesis

will require a multidisciplinary approach. This thesis is co-designed with Matthew Burnett and Iddo Goren,
two Strategic Design and Entrepreneurship students and architects enrolled at the Royal Danish Academy. The
collaboration shares theoretical, strategic, and applied methods.
Burnett and Goren’s master thesis will result in an architectural design solution that is informed by the
novel methodology presented in this report. This multidisciplinary approach represents a unique opportunity to
gain insights that capitalize on the intent of the Strategic Design and Entrepreneurship program that is facilitated
between both Copenhagen Business School (CBS) and the Royal Danish Academy (KADK).

Figure 2: Shared and separate deliverables between CBS and KADK master students.

The collaboration shares subsequent endeavours between both academic parties, such as developing a
digital platform for quantifying stakeholder information and data collection. The data collected through the
digital platform informs both the analysis presented in this thesis in addition to providing the data-informed
analysis for the complimentary architectural solutions completed by Goren and Burnett’s deliverables to KADK.

2

Theoretical Review
The literature presented is structured into four interlinked chapters that highlight existing research while

contextualizing it within the scope of the building industry with specific focus on housing.

Sociotechnical Transitions and the Building Industry begins with establishing the sociotechnical
transition framework, actor network, and the mechanisms needed to create niche innovations that can overcome
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the locked-in power structures that prevent progress towards sustainable operating systems. This chapter also
frames how the building industry operates as a sociotechnical system and how the industry can move towards a
larger system reset that can accelerate their progress towards operating within the planet’s ecological limits.

The Necessity of an Ecological Ceiling builds off the assertion that sociotechnical change is grounded in
the movement towards large systems changes for sustainability. This begins by presenting systems change
literature framed within planetary boundary research that is critical to unfold as it outlines the ecological
boundaries required for a safe and habitable zone for humankind. Concepts like the doughnut economy,
provisioning systems, and economic decoupling are explored as key principles Within, the framework of
sociotechnical thinking and systems change concepts, housing is investigated as a strategic point of intervention
for a niche innovation to catalyse change within the building industry

This chapter moves on to a critical assessment of sustainability concepts needed to stage the strategic
housing intervention in regard to planetary boundaries. Contemporary literature that analyses components of
circular economy and sufficiency is presented in detail. Gaining an understanding of what components this thesis
incorporates from these sustainability practices will help frame its impact in facilitating change within a
sociotechnical system. The chapter concludes with the driving concept for this paper’s niche innovation,
envisioning the existing building stock as a circular and sufficient resource.

The third act of this literature review, Uncovering the Social Foundation, explores research that is
focused on the human level. Understanding previous academic precedent in quantifying and measuring quality
of life indicators are discussed through theorists Max Neef and Ian Gough. This literature will attempt to outline
a phenomenon used in this paper’s hypothesis known as “interdependency”, unpacking the relationship between
human needs and the sharing economy’s impact on well-being. The connections made here between concepts in
togetherness, reciprocity, and conviviality are essential to keep the niche innovation within the social well-being
framework previously explored in sufficiency texts and the doughnut economic framework.

The final chapter, Outlining a Sufficiency Corridor for Urban Living seeks to directly apply the
theoretical frameworks presented in the three preceding chapters to a Danish and European context that will be
fundamental parameters to enact a social practice-based methodology.

2.1

Sociotechnical Transitions and the Building Industry
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Examining the building industry through a sociotechnical lens allows for a more nuanced perspective in
understanding and building a map of the various stakeholders required in the reorientation of the current system
to one that is significantly decarbonised. Observing the building industry through a sociotechnical system’s
complex network of actors can illuminate where the concept of floor area reduction can take root and what shape
it should take for maximum impact.

Transition researchers utilise the sociotechnical system (STS) or multi-level perspective (MLP)
theoretical framework to place highly complex technical and social industries on a transition pathway. These
systems are composed of six boundary actors (Figure 2) that push and pull the sociotechnical system over time
into new configurations of operation. Geels calls these sociotechnical systems “regimes”, and they are “products
of decades in mechanized behaviour and alignment between the various stakeholders along that systems value
chain” (2018, p.255). Essentially, the operational status quo of these regimes is locked-in and the varying
relationships between each actor group reinforces their current position.

Figure 3: Sociotechnical system actor network and pathway towards systems change

Note: Figure 1 is an adaptation of the MLP diagram used by Geels (2018) to illustrate the actors involved to move a system into a new
operating system.

An assessment of the building industry within the STS literature by researchers David Gibbs and Kirstie
O’Neill revealed that despite growing interest in green building or more sustainable building philosophies, the
industry itself is still entrenched is mainstream masonry building methods. (2014, p. 1095). The researchers
point to the heterogenous network that comprises the building sectors as an obstacle that works in favour of the
current regime’s hegemony.
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Geels et al., use their research on multi-level perspective theory as a model for accelerating sociotechnical
transitions for decarbonization within industry sectors. The foundational literature states that to influence the
sociotechnical actors, inertia must be created by either niche innovations or developments within the exogenous
landscape (Geels, 2018). These two components of the STS framework can act in unison to move the STS towards
a new operating status, or they can act independently of one another to promote acceleration.

Figure 4: Niche innovations impact on moving STS actors towards new operating systems

Note: A continued adaption of Geels (2018) MLP diagram showing niche innovations can move actors towards systems change.

Niche innovations are best conceptualized as technologies that operate as new regimes, they “differ
radically from the dominant system itself, but gain a foothold in particular market areas with the help of policy
support” (Geels, 2018, p.225). A niche innovation, much like the dominant system, is comprised up of a similar
actor network and plays by a distinct set of rules (Hess & Sovacool, 2017). Contemporary sustainable niche
innovations in the building sector encompass a variety of experiments ranging from, “reducing the environmental
impact in construction materials” to “utilizing technologies such as biomass boilers, rainwater harvesting, solar
design, and solar design” (Gibbs & O’Neill, 2015, p.1095).

The exogenous landscape, a term used to describe forces outside the sociotechnical regime, also wields
influence over the STS’s orientation. However, developments in the landscape are positioned as, “slow changing
trends” in society and “exogenous shocks” from crises (Geels 2018). The nebulousness of this term, and who and
what qualifies as components of the landscape are underlined as a weakness in the framework (Hess & Sovacool,
2017, p.711). Domestic policy makers, industry regulations, and environmental frameworks are all part of the
slow-moving landscape that can influence the building industry position in relation to sustainability principles.
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With the slow nature of landscape developments or the uncertainty of external shocks, niche innovations
are the active accelerators for STS transitions. However, the ability and ideal circumstances needed for a niche
innovation to wedge the hegemonic dominance of a current regime is debated. In interviews with transition
researchers, Hess and Sovacool uncover the prevailing perspective that, “many niches fail – and existing
sociotechnical systems and infrastructure can dominate and suppress threatening innovations” (2017, p.710). It is
fair to assert that an industry built over decades of locked-in mechanisms will react aggressively to large systematic
overhauls, acting in the best interests of its current stakeholder network. For this reason, “protective spaces” are
promoted as areas for experimentation where further development can expand a niche innovation’s impact to reach
both the existing stakeholders within the current regime and to consider emerging trends within the landscape
(Hess & Sovacool, 2017, p.711). Safe from interference by the existing regime and within an environment with
developmental support, a niche innovation can theoretically achieve system reconfiguration.

By operating from a protective developmental space, the niche innovation can engage stakeholders to
strategically increase the velocity of a transition. It is stated that, “accelerated transitions depend upon social
acceptance and business support” (Geels et al., 2017, p.3) and “to motivate citizens, financial incentives and
information about climate change threats need to be complemented by positive discourse about economic, social,
and cultural benefits of low carbon innovations” (Geels et al., 2017, p.5). The importance of stakeholder
involvement in this strategy is synthesized by the ideas that businesses retain the organizational and financial
capital to provide momentum for projects while public support is key as, “it is the citizens who need to modify
their purchase decisions, user practices, beliefs, cultural conventions, and skills” (Geels et al. 2017, p.5). Lastly,
the multi-level perspective approach outlines that phasing out the old systems through policy and regulation can
solidify the system acceleration - a process that would require buy in from political and commercial stakeholders.

The effectiveness of niche innovations within the building industry has come into question and is a main
detriment to niche innovations traversing the full transition pathway towards full system reorientation. Gibbs and
O’Neill’s empirical data sourced from green building entrepreneurs isolate that niche innovations in “protected
spaces” are actually spaces, “of attack, where larger business can appropriate innovations and practices for the
mainstream, thus losing the unique aspect” of the innovation (2014, p.1099). As Geels states, the saliency of an
innovation’s transformational property is contingent on business and societal support, therefore placing the current
regime in an advantageous position over sustainability entrepreneurs who seek that business’ support. This has
resulted in niche innovations that have been perceived as a threat to the existing practice to be repackaged, “to
ensure that products fit the existing sociotechnical system” (2014, p.1095). The main analysis of this phenomenon
led to the idea that within the building sector green entrepreneurs must envision themselves as systems builders in
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addition to product or service designers. Subverting the appropriation and dilution of their innovation requires
them to create “network of interests” across industry practitioners that “require careful negotiation by
intermediaries conducting regime-interfacing activities” (2014, p.1100).

In addition to navigating the challenges present within the existing regime, the green entrepreneurs
included in Gibbs and O’Neill’s STS assessment, reported little to no outreach to government or policy makers.
By not engaging with these key stakeholders results in a situation, “with government actors only negotiating with
regime companies, government policy has the potential to follow a business-as-usual path” (2014, p.1098). This
underscores the complexity and many pitfalls that designers and entrepreneurs face when seeking to shift the
building sector towards more absolute environmental principles and industry philosophies. Not only does the
product or service need to be game-changing and beneficial for the user and the environment, but the
implementation and embedding of the innovation needs to be strategically mapped out across the value chain to
avoid the scenarios depicted by previous green building entrepreneurs.

2.2

The Necessity of an Ecological Ceiling
The literature in STSs outline the complexity and stubborn nature of actors in resisting wide-scale system

change. Even with this observation, STS literature remains a framework for nudging societies and industries
towards operating systems that are ethically and environmentally responsible. The value in accelerating large
sociotechnical shifts is emboldened by the extent of human induced impacts on the Earth’s ability to provide a
habitable zone for humankind. Therefore, niche innovations need to be framed and unfolded within the urgency
of this context and with the understanding that the planet retains ecological limits.

2.2.1

Systems Change informed by Planetary Frameworks
According to Earth system science and its planetary view of the dynamic interaction between the Earth’s

subsystems' cycles, the safe operating space where human societies can develop is decreasing rapidly (Rockström
et al., 2015). Continuing to engage in unsustainable growth that ignores planetary boundaries will not only lead to
undesirable and potentially irreversible changes in the natural environment, but continued shocks to
socioeconomic activity.

Therefore between future economic growth and environmental sustainability, strategies in deep
decarbonization have promoted the concept of relative or absolute decoupling as a way to mitigate the adverse
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impacts of an increasing population and economic growth (Hepburn & Bowen, 2013). Decoupling, a process
where economic output is separated from the inputs that place pressure on the environment, is argued to be “an
essential condition for economic activity to remain within ecological limits” (Hepburn & Bowen, 2013, p.627).
The concept of decoupling has risen to prominence as researchers found fallacy in the long-standing environmental
Kuznets curve and increased concern around scenarios produced through the IPAT equation where future
predictions around population growth and increasing societal affluence show high levels of environmental
degradation (Hepburn & Bowen, 2013). Altogether this discloses a key conclusion: it is not only about economies
changing but about a system reform. Reform that seeks to decouple industries from ecological damaging
operations that can continue to allow for Holocene like conditions for the continuation of human development
(Röckstrom et al, 2015).

The theory presented so far outlines the interconnectedness of planetary boundaries as an overarching
system for measuring planetary health and the existing tensions between economic growth and environmental
health within these boundaries. However, the connection between planetary boundaries and human well-being is
foundational to utilize the framework for successful sociotechnical system transitions. The user themselves are
key actors within the STS actor network as presented in Figure 1 and how humans engage with STS, their own
practices, and consumption patterns all play into how the actor network shifts or resists the movement of the STS
as a whole.

Kate Raworth’s doughnut economy combines the concept of planetary boundaries with social
parameters that encompass social objectives that speak to the achievement of basic human needs in addition to
the idea of well-being. Raworth’s conceptualisation as seen in Figure 5, “combines two concentric radar charts to
depict two boundaries” – with the inner boundaries being the social foundation and the outer boundary is “an
ecological ceiling which lies an overshoot of the pressure on Earth’s life supporting systems” (Raworth, 2017,
p.48). Between these two boundaries, Raworth states the existence of an “ecologically safe and socially just
space in which all of humanity has the chance to thrive (2017, p.48).
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Figure 5: Doughnut Economic Model

Note: Raworth’s doughnut economic model placing a social foundation metrics within the planetary boundary framework. Source:
Raworth (2017).

An applied study of Raworth’s doughnut economy sought to investigate the prevailing relationship
between the social well-being factors and the biophysical resources and if a per capita distribution of these
resources can place the Earth’s population within this equitable and just space (O’Neill al., 2018, p.89).
Scenarios conducted within the study indicate, “performance values show that nations are able to achieve the
social thresholds at much lower level of resource use” (2018, p.92). However, it is paramount to state that this
adaptation of Raworth’s work, places the main focus of the analysis on provisioning systems and the concept of
sufficiency.
Firstly, provisioning systems, which can be defined as the infrastructure that “mediate the relationship
between biophysical resource use and social outcomes” (p.91), need to be “restructured to enable basic needs to
be met at a much lower level of resource use” (p.92). This research provokes the question, can existing systems
undergo deep levels of reform that can still provide or exceed the current social benefit while simultaneously
cutting resource consumption?

This question feeds into the idea of sufficiency, a term that is used here to address both the stark inequity
seen in resource consumption and social well-being across nations, but more so to address the problem of
affluence. Nations that have transgressed past the ecological ceiling succeed in giving their citizens many social
well-being components found within the doughnut’s social foundation. Yet, the resource consumption that led to
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this social well-being has a limit as, “for most of the biophysical-social indicator pairs, each additional unit of
resource use contributes less to social performance, particularly beyond the turning point where the estimated
saturation begins to flatten" (p. 92). This fascinating finding asserts the point that once one’s needs, and wellbeing metrics are met, there is a diminishing return on social well-being for resource consumption passed that
point.
This research underscores that the planet’s resources are limited and as societies are pressing past
ecological boundaries due to economic growth. Therefore, STS change should focus on resource-heavy
provisioning systems. Yet, any economic decoupling taken to reduce environmental degradation must consider
human well-being in balancing the relationship between social sustainability indicators and ecological limits.
When adapting this framework within the building industry, the key provisioning systems of focus will be
housing, as it represents an infrastructural element that is a high culprit of resource use while also being a vessel
that facilitates aspects of social well-being.

2.2.2

Housing as a Point of Strategic Intervention
Housing is a main contributor to the resource heavy building industry as, housing accounts for 44

percent of total global energy use and around one quarter of household’s GHG emissions (GlobalABC, 2019).
The built-in actor network seeks to preserve this status quo as, “there is widespread belief that we can continue
to ‘build big’, provided we incorporate energy saving measures and select ‘low carbon materials’ ignoring the
fact that excessive volume and area of the building may outweigh any carbon savings (Ness, 2020, p.1). It could
be seen that this prevailing ‘build big’ mentality is an example of the current STS regime that see innovations or
advancements in building materials or energy efficiency as validation to pursue business as usual. While these
innovations are needed to decarbonise elements of the industry’s value-chain, it is simply not enough to
minimize the industry’s impact on planetary boundaries. Criticisms of the industry’s approach towards
sustainability come more into focus as these advancements in material choices, energy efficiency, and circular
economy are seen to be ineffective in decoupling growth from resource use if demand remains constant (Ness,
2020).

Then, how can true decoupling manifest with this STS that can truly disrupt the locked-in system? The
climate crisis is challenging the building industry to look beyond technological optimism regarding efficiency
and focus on floor area – challenging this ‘big build’ mentality. Researchers note that the size of a dwelling is
intrinsically linked to emissions from natural resources used in construction, to the heating and cooling systems
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present throughout the life cycle of the building (Sandberg, 2017, p.154). The 2019 UN Environmental Program
report on buildings highlights the building industry is prime for huge cuts in reductions, but current trajectories
are off target as, “emission from buildings are set to double by 2050, rather than drop, due to a slowdown in
efficiency gains and growing need for floor space around the world” (GlobalABC, 2019). Additionally,
consumer demand for floor space has, “outpaced population growth and has grown worldwide by 23% since
2010 and 3% since 2017 (Ness, 2020, p.4). It is illuminated that the most impactful and immediate decoupling
that the STS can move forward with is simply to build less or stop building altogether. Yet, the consistent urban
growth - which estimates 1.5 million people are added to cities every week (Ness, 2020) - requires an expansion
of the provisioning systems that can supply a growing society the ability to satisfy their fundamental human
needs. It now becomes the objective of the innovations within this STS to balance this paradox and find
solutions that can simultaneously decouple the industry from the construction of large floor areas or from the
construction of it all together.

However, the decoupling process from a resource intensive and entrenched STS is complex. The
building industry, as it relates to the construction of dwellings, is a highly regulated industry that involves the
input of governmental and industry professionals. This only represents one side of the STS actor network that
prevents a change. It is worth noting that the economics of homeownership is concretely tied towards
mechanisms of generating personal wealth and generational affluence. In short, homeownership and the value
and size of the home is seen as a financial asset and investment by the individual. It is also perceived or has been
seen as a financial indicator for well-being and social status. (Ryan Collins, 2018).
Decoupling the consumer’s desire for more floor area and the industry’s current practices to
accommodate this demand arises as a key challenge regarding a sustainable sociotechnical transition for housing.
As research has highlighted there are diminishing social well-being returns on resource consumption after a
certain threshold. Therefore, this decoupling process will need to find relative and contextual parameters where
floor area can be downsized from current levels, while ensuring that the dwelling’s functionality as a satisfier for
human needs and well-being is not sacrificed in the process.

2.2.3

Comparative Review of Circular Economy and Sufficiency
To confront the challenges of operating from a planetary framework and to decouple economic growth

from environmental degradation, sustainability strategies have been undertaken to offset environmental damage
and reorient STSs around greener practices. This comparative review is needed to understand what components
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of sustainability theory can meet the moment that economic decoupling requires while balancing human wellbeing throughout a sociotechnical transition.

2.2.3.1 Circular Economy (CE)
Circular economic principles are ignited by the motivation that, “resources could be better used, and
waste and emissions reduced with circular rather than linear make-use-dispose systems'' (Geissdoerfer et al.,
2017, p.763). CE relies on, “multi- or interdisciplinary approaches to better integrate non-economic aspects into
development. This concept “views cooperation between stakeholders not only as desirable, but as imperative to
reach their expectations” (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017, p.763).

As diverse strategies and stakeholder engagement act as important ingredients for CE, external factors
play a role as well as it, “rely heavily on regulation and increasingly on the deliberate design of incentive
structures. Private business plays a central role among relevant stakeholders because it commands more
capabilities and resources than other actor” (2017, p.763). This is a key point to point out as it depicts the
importance of agency and CE’s ability to effect system change.
When specifically examining the agency of CE models and it’s relevant stakeholders, “the circular
economy emphasized economic and environmental benefits compared to a linear system and has a clear emphasis
on governments and companies'' (2017, p.764). This is of keen importance as “the circular economy is a necessary
condition for maintaining economic growth in a sustainable way for different dimensions like resource
productivity, job creation, GDP growth” (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017, p.765). Due to its direct isolation of
stakeholders and narrow frame, it could be seen that the concept of circular economy has a direct strategy for
implementation within STSs that are prime for decoupling transitions.
Conversely, a weakness of the existing CE strategy is depicted that, “many conceptualizations of the
circular economy appear to exclude large parts of the social dimension while emphasizing economic benefits, this
concept might be more attractive for policy makers and private business than competing approaches. This can be
problematic for the transition to a more sustainable economic system because attention and resources are diverted
from more comprehensive and holistic approaches” (2017, p.766).
Understanding CE theory and models for their strengths and weaknesses is fundamental to utilize it’s
components effectively while creating a niche innovation for sociotechnical transformation. It has become
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apparent that success in implementing CE’s theoretical principles hinges with different stakeholders. Economic
actors enjoy that circular economic tactics maintain growth, productivity, and employment opportunities for social
mobility. Yet, the fact that circular economy still fuels a linear growth paradigm give space for dominant
sociotechnical regimes to co-opt innovations that may spring forth from these concepts.

Even though the circular economy plays a role in the continuation of an economic system that does not
address the underlying problem of over-consumption and affluence, the concepts of slowing, and narrowing
closed material loops becomes fundamental to understand when a niche innovation’s objective can act as
system-wide decoupling mechanism. The slowing of a material loop connects with prolonging the life cycle of
the product creating a longer utilization period. Narrowing a resource flow relates directly to the efficiency in the
creation of the materials themselves that are connected to the product. Both approaches limit the number of
resources that flow through a production system; however, both are needed for a holistic approach that seeks to
limit over-consumption rebound effects (Bocken, 2016, p.311).
Society’s orientation towards economic growth and affluence is becoming the blindingly clear target that
research points to as the underlying problem that is hurling society towards transgressing our planetary
boundaries. Yet at the same time social well-being and quality of life are simultaneously connected to these
locked-in economic mechanisms. While concepts like circular economy can help improve resource efficiency or
provide conceptual cover for incremental innovation within STSs, academic research discussing the
environmental and social components of sufficiency have started to take wider precedence.

2.2.3.2 Sufficiency
Sufficiency, a state in which people’s needs are met equitably whilst ecological limits are
respected. (Darby and Fawcett, 2018) is being advocated to “move from a consumption-oriented society towards
a society based, not only on circular economy, but on ‘sufficiency’, or in other words, a transition to a
society where we can manage with (in some cases much) less” (Bocken & Short, 2020). This perspective seeks
to incorporate the necessity of sustainability and circular perspectives while seeking to recognize the research
that shows over-consumption can lead to diminishing returns of well-being. While the literature around planetary
boundaries and social foundations outlines the safe operating space for just and equutable living, understanding
and building a framework for knowing ‘what is enough’ will help propel sufficiency as a tool for sociotechnical
transitions.
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Leading sufficiency researchers have placed heavy emphasis on economic decoupling and moving
consumer’s purchasing habits towards higher quality products at slower rates. However, as touched upon in
understanding the doughnut economy and the relation between ecological ceiling and social well-being
indicators are intrinsically connected. To find the boundaries of this relationship sufficiency is understood as
“reducing the resource consumption per capita. This is not the same as reducing people’s quality of life: while
humans wants are infinite, human needs are limited as an anthropological context” (Friends of Earth Europe,
2018, p.6). The objective here can be seen as seeking to reduce absolute production, perhaps aided by
advancements in closing or slowing resource cycles through eco-efficiency and CE principles. However,
opening up a sufficiency consumption paradigm that is attractive to consumers will need a market-based
solution.

The rising prominence of sharing-economies has given momentum to sufficiency principles as
consumers are provided access to goods and services that enable them to consume and own less. This market
approach produces opportunities for, “individual sufficiency, meaning consuming less or only ‘enough’”
(Friends of the Earth, 2018, p.10) and begins to plant the seeds to cultivate a more sufficient lifestyle. Breaking
the regime between consumption and affluence will require a substitution of the well-being that consumers are
perceiving to acquire through traditional consumption choices.

2.2.4

Space as a Resource
The clearest route so far for decoupling is outlined as downsizing the spatial norms for new

development, which the Green Construction Board listed as having carbon reduction potential of 80 percent
(2013). However, sufficiency researchers have taken ideas within the field of asset management to “maximize
the use of existing assets; optimize asset operation and management to reduce the extent of new construction”
(Ness, 2020, p.7). Essentially, can the building industry move more towards stewardship of the existing building
stock that slows down resource loops by utilizing the built space as resource?

With a circular conceptualization of seeing the existing building mass as an spatial bank, this could see
actors in the industry to pursue a more strategic division of floor area per person. As the European Commission
launched The Renovation Wave as part of the European Green New Deal, there is a spotlight on optimizing the
existing build stock to aid the continent’s climate mitigations (Interreg Europe, 2021). However, if EU nations
can optimize energy efficiency and simultaneously densify urban spaces through mediating a sufficient floor
area per person, this can combine both circular and sufficiency strategies to solve the urbanization dilemma
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while significantly reducing resources used for the development of new buildings. This type of spatial asset
management of the existing building stock narrows the resource loop of the building by prolonging its lifecycle
and potentially giving it more dynamic use and value among a higher number of occupants.

This approach could open up a market for the building industry to move into a knowledge or serviceoriented business path where multi-disciplinary approaches move dwellings into a sufficiency corridor while
maximizing base needs and individual wants. This approach would align with policy tactics that have recently
been published by the European Environmental Bureau’s report on sufficiency measures. These policy
recommendations stress that “sufficiency measures will encourage repurposing existing buildings to avoid
constructing new one – avoiding the need for cement and steel – the two most carbon intensive materials used in
buildings”, while “pressure for greenfield construction and biodiversity losses will also be reduced leading to
more preservation of nature and fertile agriculture land” (EEB, 2021, p.11). With this in mind, can the industry
achieve decoupling while still providing key dwelling infrastructure through adaptative re-use or retrofits of
existing buildings and stop engaging in new builds altogether?

A sufficiency-based strategy and niche innovation that attempts to shift perception around reductions in
floor area per person will have to exist in a sufficiency corridor that lives between an contextual ecological
ceiling and a social foundation. This ceiling will reflect research that quantifies the absolute maximum amount
of floor area per person in respect to the Earth’s safe operating space while the social floor leans on the
minimum space needed to live a socially just and equitable life.

2.3

Uncovering the Social Foundation
The social foundation presented in Raworth’s doughnut economy are the “internationally agreed upon

minimum standards for human well-being as established by the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals
(Raworth, 2017a). These metrics for societal well-being have their origins in human needs theory and
contemporary understandings of how to measure quality of life. As this literature review has touched upon, the
chrematistic nature of economic systems at large needs rapid decoupling. While technological advancements in
energy efficiency is a strategy for wealthy countries to detach their consumption practices from environmental
degradation, a conversation needs to be had on consumption of high floor area per capita. This brings into focus
the debate between the goods and services that satisfy our human needs from luxury goods that have no inherent
value in meeting humankind’s few and finite needs.
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2.3.1

Human Needs
The literature surrounding human needs is vast and while the United Nations’s SDGs are principled in

the Human Development Index that embodies Amartya Sen’s capability approach in conceptualizing humanneeds, Max Neef’s perspective on the subject is highly valued in this paper’s discourse due to its criticality of
utilitarianism – that more is not always better.
Neef’s theoretical paradigm for human needs finds it’s root in the concept of oikonomy, depicted as “the
art of living and living well” (Cruz et al, 2008, p.2022). Within this conceptual base, it is asserted the “best
development process for human needs is the one that enables improvements in people’s quality of life, allowing
people and communities to be coherent within themselves” (Neef, 1998). This coherence and quality of life is
built through the subsequent needs: subsistence, affection, understanding, participation, idleness, creation,
identity, and freedom. These needs have remained unchanged throughout time and across cultures. Whereas the
mechanism for achieving these needs, known as satisfiers, manifest in different shapes depending on
generational or cultural contexts (Cruz et al, 2008).

Satisfiers are described as highly flexible and have direct correlation to the prevailing needs they seek to
pacify and are often in the form of, “organizational structure, political systems, social practices, norms, values,
behaviours and attitudes” (Neef, 1992, p.201). When an individual is unable to satisfy all eight needs, this
illuminates where well-being poverty may exist. Neef states that this deprivation can result in a physiological
impact on well-being. He cautions though that deprivation of one need is not satisfied by the oversaturation of
another and that “it is reductionist that our well-being can be simplified to the accumulation of goods and
services” – satisfiers are not objects, they are non-material (Neef, 2008, p.2024). With this critical perspective in
mind, human needs have an interdependent relationship between satisfiers and material goods.

As the conversation around satisfiers and material goods is deciphered, a debate about what aspects of
current consumer practices are deemed necessities to satisfy well-being against what is overtly defined as a
luxury good has arisen in the context of climate change and resource extraction. Ian Gough highlights a strategy
that affluent and growth-oriented societies can implore to decarbonize while balancing necessities and luxuries.
Gough touts, the idea of “a fair re-composition of consumption, where actors reduce consumption
emissions by switching from high-to-low goods and services, without cutting overall consumption expenditure”
as a path that guarantees an individual’s ability to live a good life (Gough, 2019, p.144). Gough argues that an
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establishment of a consumption corridor between necessities and luxuries can help level aspects of inequality
that exacerbate environmental impacts. Economic and social inequality is seen as a proponent of environmental
degradation as it, “spurs competitive consumption, emulation effects and excessive consumerism. It creates
material aspirations that cannot be scaled to everyone in a sustainable manner. It fosters competition for
positional goods that is both counterproductive and unsustainable” (Gough, 2019, p.144). However, it is
discussed that the political and cultural feasibility for a wide-spread consumption corridor is unlikely as it can be
perceived as a regulation overstep into personal aspects of one’s own private life. Additionally, it is forecasted
that the ecological maximum for certain consumption items, “would lie below redistributive and legitimacy
limits” and therefore this approach for decoupling affluence from our ability to achieve well-being is best
undertaken in “small collectives or sub-national communities” (Gough, 2019, p. 53). While a methodological
implementation is suggested at a grassroots level to spur and understand behaviour change, Gough states that
“overwhelming power imbalances, consumption lock-ins, and growing inequality, makes it evident that
recomposing consumption will require top-down state interventions” (p.53). This echoes a familiar difficulty that
is discussed within sociotechnical transition literature.

2.3.2

The Relationship between Dwellings and Human Needs
Any niche innovation will have to recognize the dwelling as an emblem that balances both the finite

human needs as described by Neef and the desire for relative luxury that is embedded in current spatial norm
preferences. As known from Neef, a material good, such as a dwelling, does not act as a satisfier of a need, but
rather it is the activities taken in relation to the object that satisfy the need. The practices conducted within a
dwelling satisfy basic needs and the dwelling itself facilitates these specific needs with certain efficacy (Murray
et al, 2005).
When depicting a dwelling through Neef’s non-hierarchical needs model, it is best understood as a
“microsystem consisting of a number of interdependent subsystems, including the household members as
conscious human beings, the physical features of the site and all the products and technical artifacts used”.
(Murray et al, 2005, p.5). These subsystems manifest themselves into, “usage patterns that form the basis on the
way in which people satisfy their needs by living in a house” (Murray et al, 2005, p.6). Through this conceptual
framework and understanding the role dwellings play in facilitating human needs allows for more informed and
calculated design decisions. This becomes a key element in understanding how to downsize floor area to exist
within a sufficiency corridor and will be instrumental in advancing the methodology of this thesis.
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2.3.3

Interdependency
This thesis will seek to further investigate the claim that, “sufficiency strengthens social developments to

perceive well-being as independent from material commodities and increases human well-being through
convivial activities” (Sekulova, 2016). Economic actors and sufficiency entrepreneurs not only need to provide
sufficiency-based products and services, but it also needs to be packaged as a lifestyle change where individual
human needs are met and quality of life is ultimately enhanced through sharing and collectivism. What has
become apparent is that the application of sufficiency-based approaches for niche innovation and sustainability
interventions demands a re-composition of how STSs approach resource consumption. Additionally, there needs
to be a drastic redistribution of the finite resources present within the current economic landscape to address
issues of inequity that Gough says fuels over-consumption patterns. However, this path forward is a fine line that
must simultaneously keep human needs and well-being in mind to ensure successful systems change.
Contemporary research from social phenomenology on togetherness highlight the interdependency between
sharing, well-being, and economic degrowth. When seen through this convergence of theory, this sharing
interdependency can act as a link between the necessary redistribution and re-composition of resources and
behaviours needed for sufficiency on an inter-human scale.
Sharing, as an environmental concept, is seen as a “means for dematerializing our economies” (Palm et
al, 2019, p.2). As environmental researchers pair sharing as a tool for sustainability, it is also understood that the
lack of its prevalence throughout society has led to modern social woes. The lack of sharing or hyperindividualism is, “an underlying cause for the current crisis to which the market-driven system erodes social
fabric and the ties that keep people together, resulting in diminished level of social capital as a consequence”
(Natale et al, 2016, p.48). Regarding social and environmental sustainability, sharing can be seen as a
“transactional practice and proxy for social connection” and as a “means of connecting people to things or each
other, helping people share access to assets, resources, time, and skills” (Richardson, 2015, p.122). Much like
Neef’s framework for satisfying needs, “sharing is strongly influenced by geographically uneven cultural
learning and by local social norms and codes of privacy” (Jarvis, 2019, p.258). Meaning that contexts drive
when, where, and for in what instances members of society choose to participate in sharing goods, services, and
social relations. Within each context it is argued that “neoliberal market economies typically sponsor a dominant
regime of owner occupation that locks the respective society into a homogenous material culture that inhibits
sharing” (Jarvis, 2019, p.258).
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Many ideas of sharing promote aspects of resource redistribution to “connect things that are not being
used with people who could use them achieving a higher utilization of capital’s idling capacity” (Schifere, 2013).
Unlocking the potential of sharing as a tool to destabilize dominant economic regimes has been explored through
social phenomenology. This exploration highlights concepts of togetherness that move against overconsumption
behaviour through the imagination of new practices.
Social phenomenology is a field that “refers to the study of human existence drawing the construction of
knowledge from the human experience, notably the emotional and sensory connections that shape human values
concerning place and the natural environment” (Jarvis, 2019, p.280). By exploring concepts of sharing and
togetherness through this lens, researchers have been able to unpack the scenarios in which these concepts arise
to help move society away from conspicuous consumption practices. The success of these actions, in which
social contexts engender skilful encounters, embracing conflict as well as cooperation, depends upon the quality
of togetherness (Dominelli, 1995). Social phenomenology has revealed three main categories of togetherness:
thrown, living, and intentional togetherness. It is hypothesized that these types of constructed collective contexts
can help alleviate the obstruction that capital systems use to favour hyper-individualist consumption practices
(Segal, 1999).

Living togetherness is defined mainly by spatial proximity and mainly seen in action within urban
settings as, “inner city neighbourhoods present everyday opportunities for interactions between neighbours
living together in close knit-arrangements of housing, shops, schools, cafes, and pocket parks (Jarvis, 2019,
p.266). The proximity of people sharing in a community network provides them an opportunity to interact across
various practices where successive encounter can generate mutual regard and understanding whereby attachment
builds slowly (Painter, 2012)

While living togetherness represents a more static and stable idea of people sharing proximity and
community resources, the idea of thrown togetherness seeks to understand the ability of people to create
collectivism during periods of displacement or transition. This idea of togetherness is observed when newcomers
are integrated with previously settled residents and there is an impulse to “belong” – or when disenfranchised
people congregate and find safety in marginal spaces (Jarvis, 2019, p. 267).

Lastly, the idea of intentional togetherness is most evidently seen within co-housing and cooperative
units. This type of togetherness is defined as, “shared and social time, whether on the scale of one shared house
or multiple connected or clustered homes, is about providing a more integrated and social space to reduce costs
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of living and waste to attend to questions of justice and redistributing between inhabitants and neighbouring
places” (Jarvis, 2019, p.268). It is understood that the social architecture, rather than the physical setting itself is
what informs this type of togetherness.

It is important to note that the formation of these collective units do not directly translate to larger
sharing practices that undercut individual capitalism, and researchers outline numerous instances when aspects
of the togetherness concepts outlined above are co-opted by market forces and present counterfeit opportunities
for perceived togetherness. These counterfeit communities are marketed as places of genuine community but
residents here “lack any self-organized or negotiated identity, united not by long-term need or shared interests,
but a lack of alternative housing” (Jarvis, 2019, p.260) or they only desire the impression of togetherness rather
than the social interaction required to create it (Freie,1998).

Social phenomenology has been able to pinpoint the idea of togetherness around spatial proximity and
residential dwelling patterns, while there are clear financial or professional gains for individuals to make within
different areas of sharing economies, the larger transition from society’s desire for material commodities to more
social or relational goods will be driven by the human’s desire for reciprocity and conviviality.
Studies in critical community psychology, a branch of psychology that is committed to promoting
individual and social well-being through the adoption of an ecological, justice-oriented, and value-based
perspective (Natale et al, 2016, p.48) state that actions that fuel reciprocity and conviviality will be key elements
of sharing economies to reorient consumption practices. Reciprocity is considered as, “time devoted to society in
the form of self-production, voluntary work, or mutual exchange of goods and services” while conviviality is
understood as, “a system of social relationships based on community support, favour, and community exchange”
(Andreoni & Galmarini, 2014, p.79-80) Researchers point out that
“Reciprocity and conviviality emerge not only as the result of sharing the same spaces and being in close
proximity to others, but also as a means of taking on responsibility and providing useful resources for
the whole community. Responsible togetherness depends on the collaboration, shared norms, and
collective identity of individuals, groups, organizations, and institutions. Its objective is making social
actors aware that they are capable of producing real change while assuming responsibility for themselves
and others” (Natale et al, 2016, p.51).
This presentation of micro-social processes at the intersection of sharing and togetherness outline interesting
opportunities for framing how innovative approaches can engage in the elements of the sharing economy to
reallocate or decouple current levels of affluence from negative environmental externalities. Participation in this
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interdependency between sharing and togetherness can theoretically be connected to levels of well-being and
quality of life however, these concepts can easily be manipulated by dominant market or sociotechnical regimes.

2.3.4

Balancing Spatial Reductions with Interdependency
This downsizing and reorientation of current spatial dwelling norms leans on the idea that private space

can be redistributed through an interdependency mechanism. Simply, any design innovation that proposes a
redistribution of floor area per person to fall within a sufficiency corridor will have to explore a community’s
willingness to share and facilitate “togetherness”. A spatial reorganization will ideally elevate a community’s
ability to engage in acts of reciprocity and conviviality and explore if these are in fact design prerequisites for
resource redistribution. This interdependency mechanism explores the boundaries of who, what, and how
individuals are willing to participate in togetherness within a seemingly decentralized urban environment.

2.4

Unfolding a Sufficiency Corridor for Urban Dwelling
The preceding three chapters have given the theoretical overview of the varying lenses needed to create

a strategic innovation that can facilitate systems change that bears in mind the ecological realities facing
sociotechnical systems in correlation with the behavior change that must also occur.

This final section downscales the meta discussions on floor area regarding planetary boundaries and
human needs to the precedent that currently exists in scientific research and in existing policy within Denmark
and the European Union. The chapter concludes on the current state of research that seeks to understand
dominant spatial norms and its relation to human well-being, highlighting the need for more pointed research
that can inform future innovation and policy recommendations.

2.4.1

Quantifying an Ecological Ceiling for Floor Area
As this investigation tests this experiment within Denmark, an ecological ceiling needs to be established

within the country’s context An environmental sustainability assessment for a mix of single stand-alone
dwellings conducted at the Danish Technical University revealed the parameters for this ecological ceiling
through a life-cycle assessment (LCA) that indicates to, “which degree different design approaches to single
family stand-alone dwellings can be considered absolutely sustainable” (Andersen et al. 2020, p.2).
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The environmental researchers use ‘absolute sustainability’ as a term to assess if an activity can remain
within its share of the total safe operating space within the environmental boundaries assigned to the activity
(Andersen et al., 2020, p.3). The LCA’s findings underlined that a focus on any of the dwelling’s energy
efficiency was too narrow of a focus and would need to be combined with other approaches to reach absolute
sustainability. The researchers pointed that for a single-family dwelling to fall within its share of the Earth’s safe
operating space reducing, “impacts from construction by 89 percent, by energy consumption by 80 percent, and
living area per person by 60 percent” (Andersen et al., 2020, p.21), would need to be pursued. Simulating these
reductions resulted in floor area per person equating to 20 square meters (sqms) per person, which the
researchers state, “which here in Denmark is considered culturally challenging but physically possible”
(Andersen et al., 2020, p.22).

Conversely, they simulate a scenario where construction related practices remain constant which pushes
the living area down to 6.4 sqms per person (Andersen et al., 2020, p.22). While noting that this assessment is
specifically augmented for the construction of new stand-alone single-family dwellings, it is able to give some
stark sqm per capita limitations that can give shape to the ecological ceiling that can guide sufficiency-based
approaches for decoupling the building industry from a ‘build-big’ mentality.
If living between 6.4 and 20 sqms per person can allow for Danish society, with the researcher’s
resource allocation principles, to exist ecologically within in the planet’s safe operating space, it is paramount to
use social policy and research to gain an understanding for where the social floor is in regard to this ceiling.

2.4.2

Social Foundation Standards for Floor Area
The contemporary understanding of the relationship between human well-being and floor area is an

emerging body of research with a spattering of estimates with many evaluations being highly relative to
geography and cultural contexts. These institutional estimates range from references on minimum housing
standards used within the industry to sufficiency research that aim for floor area that can exist within the
ecologically and socially just space.
The International Code Council, the association tasked with setting design and construction
specifications for buildings, decision to set the minimum target for 14 sqm per capita was influenced by social
movements and panels examining social concerns related to housing (Cohen, 2020, p.7). Sufficiency researcher
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Anja Bierwirth cites a 30 sqm per capita, reference from a Swiss study that separates human wants from needs
(Bierwith & Thomas, 2019, p.21).
Social floor sufficiency range estimates landing between 14 sqm per capita and 20 sqm per capita will be
a challenging transition for residents and policy makers in high income countries, such as Denmark, to reorient
their demand and market preferences for floor area. Western nations boast the highest floor area consumption, as
stated Denmark has an average of 52.8 sqm per person, (Ellsworth-Krebs, 2020, p.21). Consumption patterns
from the past 10 years show that “the trend in average floor space per capita is still rising even in the wealthiest
EU Member States” (Bierwirth & Thomas, 2019, p.15). This shift towards downsizing will need to challenge
spatial values and norms in regard to both the industry and the dwellers themselves, but worth nothing a 20 sqm
per capita limit would align with the 60 percent reduction in floor area needed for new development concluded
by the LCA calculations completed by DTU researchers.

Figure 6: Structuring the Sufficiency Corridor

Note: Figure 6 visualizes the floor area per capita range between the LCA analyses from DTU on the left and the social foundation
recommendations from policy and regulation references on the right.

2.4.3

Understanding Spatial Norms and Well-Being
Downscaling societies’ current floor area consumption and reorienting it towards the targets outlined by

a social floor or minimum to ensure quality of life requires an assessment of current spatial norms and existing
factors that may lock-in perceptions of well-being and floor area.
Spatial norms in relation to the consumer perception refers, “to normative valuation of the size of living
space that is considered desirable or appropriate in a specific cultural context. Perceptions of insufficient,
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sufficient, and excess space are not universal, but dependent on the dominant spatial norms in a specific cultural
context (Sandberg, 2018, p.157). If consumers perceive small sized dwelling that fall below the dominant spatial
norms as unfavourable or as an involuntary necessity there will be a direct correlation to the industry
stakeholder’s decision to avoid the downsizing of dwellings – unless the value of smaller dwellings is elevated
(Sandberg, 2018, p.160). Consumer perception and how they perceive what is enough space appears to be hyper
specific but whatever spatial norms are dominant seem to rule market and consumer preferences.

Additional research aimed at unpacking the connections between floor area and spatial preferences has
found that “an increase in living space has a weak positive linear effect on life satisfaction” and this trend was
primarily found with men in the study (Foye 2016, p.427). This same study highlights that housing is definitely
linked to subjective well-being yet, “studies have not found reported ‘shortage of space’ to have an impact” on
well-being (Foye, 2016, p.428). Therefore, challenging the social logic and perceptions that ascribes high floor
area as a signifier of luxury or affluence remains the largest obstacle in sociotechnical transformation to
downscaling floor area towards more sufficient spatial norms.
The dominant practice of ‘building big’ and large spatial consumption is undercut by the need for
affordable housing and through a smaller segment of the consumer base that chooses smaller dwellings. This
smaller segment of consumers opts for downsizing through a phenomena that is described as, “voluntary
simplicity”, a lifestyle driven to engage in simplicity by environmental concern (Sandberg, 2017,p.157).
Individuals who engage in the lifestyle of voluntary simplicity have been found to show high life satisfaction
(Boujbel and d'Astous 2021, Rich, Hann, and Wright 2017) and happiness (Alexander and Ussher 2012). Yet,
those who opt in for this lifestyle and challenge the current spatial norms should be seen as the exception and not
the rule. Hence, it is shown that well-being and floor area have remarkedly differing relations and a closer
investigation that understands spatial relations between the two is needed.

2.5

Theoretical Summary
To move forward with this proposal and keeping the theory and its application within the scope of the

building industry in mind, the methodology of this paper will seek to strategically balance the concerns and
immense potential for using sufficiency to propel ideas for sufficient urban dwelling.

Decoupling and systems change literature points to a focus on provisioning systems within STSs as
places for innovations for sustainable transitions. Therefore, a niche innovation to promote sufficient urban
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living within the building industry must see the private dwelling as a point for intervention. This is because the
dwelling acts as an integral piece of infrastructure that is currently resource intensive while mediating social
outcomes like basic needs and well-being. This emphasis on private dwellings is emboldened by the urban
growth dilemma that cities must confront. In light of current housing shortages and building practices within the
STS, concepts found in circularity can help mold a more sufficiency-oriented systems change that can be
adopted by users and other industry stakeholders.

This reasoning envisions that a niche innovation that reorients the STS towards sufficiency will revolve
around how humans relate to their dwellings and their interconnected social outcomes. This innovation will have
to promote facets of redistribution through principles found in sharing and togetherness to successfully reorient
how individuals approach their perception of a private home and break the idea between housing and luxury that
drives unsustainable resource consumption. The scientific literature points to a clearly defined ecological ceiling
but the collection of literature that explores the relationship between floor area and needs is still growing in
precedent and process.

As seen in Figure 7, these concepts can be placed within the MLP diagram used by STS researchers to
visualise the interconnectedness between the landscape forces and locked-in regimes that hold a sociotechnical
system in place. The niche contexts explored in the literature review, from establishing a sufficiency corridor for
floor area, using the built environment in a circular fashion, and exploring levels of interdepency to break current
consumption patterns of floor area all aim to wedge the dominant regime loose to make way for a sociotechnical
transition towards sufficient urban living practices.
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Figure 7 MLP Diagram

Note: Geels (2018) MLP diagram adapted for the specific context of this investigation, incorporating the actors and regimes from the
preceding literature review displaying their interconnectedness from the micro to macro levels.

The following social practice methodology seeks to unfold how the transformation and redistribution of
the built environment can energize interdependency and give more insight to what the social foundation for floor
area is within the specific case site.

3

Methodology
A sociotechnical transition is driven by a niche innovation that can motivate the users to engage in new

practices while other value chain actors react to the adoption of a new user practice. Therefore, a niche
innovation that can push sociotechnical actors towards sufficient urban living begins in understanding how a
user relates their practices to their personal dwelling
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Through this novel methodology, the aim is to systematically understand if spatial reduction potential in
personal dwellings can stem from the desire to strengthen interdepency between dwellers while their quality of
life increases or maintains satisfactory conditions. The methodology seeks quantify the dweller’s behaviour with
a detailed resolution that informs a proposed architectural solution presented by thesis collaborators Burnett and
Goren. Additionally, the data collected will add to understanding the methodology’s impact on varying scales,
from the user themselves to the building industry’s actor network.

To get a deeper understanding of how a user relates their practices to their dwelling, this methodology
will present a theoretical overview on social practice design. The precedence of social practice design, as a
method for outlining design interventions for more sustainable behaviour, will be unfolded in relation to how
social practice design intersects with STS and larger systems change. Additional insights in how to diagram data
gathered from social practice methodologies are also explored to help analyse the large and interconnected data
sets that social practice data can provide. The importance of gathering data on a practice or activity level within
the user’s dwelling is explained in its connection to examine the relationships between practices, space use, and
interdependency.

This methodology aims to build an understanding that can add to the growing body of research linking
reductions in floor area per capita and human needs that can support an innovative approach for testing
architectural concepts in sufficient urban living.

3.1

Methodology Literature
Emerging from a genesis within engineering, social practice design provides designers a method for

understanding how human behaviours can impact design interventions “to reduce product-related environmental
impacts (Lilley, 2009). The rise of the social practice method is evident as designing for sustainability has leaned
into understanding human behaviour within the past decade with a focus on how to address the social and
systemic nature of consumption practices (Bakker & Scott, 2011).

3.1.1

Social Practice Design
The human behaviour that drives decision-making for the consumption of goods and services form an

added layer of complexity around designing for sustainability. Previous understandings of how to design for
sustainability diverged between “passively accepting and designing around human behaviour as a given” and
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avoiding “engineering human behaviour” for ethical implications (Bakker & Scott, 2011). The field of social
practice design created the middle ground between these boundaries, providing a framework that seeks to work
within the current “dynamics of user behaviour” (Bakker & Scott, 2011). With the rapid adoption of technology
and other data collecting devices into contemporary society, social practice design provides an opportunity to get
closer to understanding existing user behaviour and the ethnographic data that it corresponds to. This type of
data collection is paramount within the context of creating design interventions aimed towards shifting society to
more sustainable-oriented consumption trends.
The central premise of social practice theory stems from the concept, ‘structuration’ coined by
sociologist Anthony Giddens. Giddens states that “that there is a dynamic interplay between people’s rational
individual actions (agency) and collective behavioural norms – and this interplay occurs as a function of
practices” (Bakker & Scott, 2011, p.281). This notion of ‘practice’ can be comparable to Neef’s presentation of a
need satisfier. This association is highlighted by the assertion that a practice can “provide internal rewards such
as emotional or physical enjoyment and external enjoyment by the participation in social life through the
establishment of identity and status” (2011, p.281).
Designers that employ social practice as their methodology take the user’s social practice as a unit of
analysis to “distinguish between practice as a performance or the carrying out of a practice as an entity or nexus
of activity” (Warde, 2005). This unit of analysis is not meant to predict human behaviour, but it can be seen as a
way to give shape to contexts that may elicit certain activities or practices. The same relationship that Neef
builds between a human need, a satisfier, and a material object, can be seen within how designers approach
social practice as a methodology for user research, scenario building, and identifying intervention opportunities.
By directing attention to everyday activities, designers can start to understand in what ways their innovation can
disrupt current practices in lieu of more sustainable ones.
This methodology asks designers in their design process to, “take a broader perspective, beyond
individual products and users, to the integrated routines, infrastructure, bodies, meanings, functions, and abilities
that make up everyday practices.” (Bakker & Scott, 2011 p.283). By maintaining this perspective, designers can
use practice theory to, “redefine the role of products and services as means to another end- not an end per se but
rather a process of change” (Bakker & Scott, 2011, p.284). As a greater understanding between the user and
what drives their practice is unfolded, two modes of practice performance are highlighted as methodological
parameters.
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Practical and discursive consciousness are two conceptual buckets that designers can place their user
engagement tactics within to decipher how design can mediate the influence between personal action and social
norms. Practical consciousness, “represents the automated nature of routine practices in which ordinary but not
entirely rational acts occur and reoccur largely because they are engrained, familiar, and tacit” (2011, p.284).
Unveiling discursive consciousness, “refers to the reflective ability of practitioners to recognize, examine,
evaluate, and restructure their own behaviour (2011, p.284). A true shift in practice means that a design process
needs to be informed by employing both modes of data collection.
Social practice methods have gained prominence as the starting point for many designers, “to understand
the dynamics of consumption and intervene in them to explore the potential to bring about actual reductions in
resource use levels, with particular attention to what the space for action may be, given societal arrangements for
embedding ideas about boundless consumption and perpetual growth (Pettersen, 2014, p.253). This exciting
convergence of using social practice theory to address behaviour change on an intimate level and economic
decoupling on a systems scale links social practice theory as a potential tool for sociotechnical change.
This tether between social practice theory and sociotechnical transitions is upheld by the notion that
sociotechnical regimes are, “maintained by the ‘normal’ practices of millions of households and are integral to
sociotechnical change” (Shove, 2004). The actor network that constitutes a sociotechnical system and their
relations to one another are emblematic of, “social norms and values, personal needs, expectations, practical and
temporal routines, physical and cognitive habits, and inter-replated artifacts and technologies” (Bakker & Scott,
2011, p. 283). Sociotechnical researcher Frank Geels surmises that, “sociotechnical transitions are reliant upon
transitions in practice” (Geels & Scot, 2007). However, as discussed through the review of sociotechnical
systems, a regime is stubborn and reluctant to transition practices. This is where the insight that social practice as
a methodology for design innovation can embody a niche innovation that can propel a STS towards a more
sustainable operating system.

Innovation around social practices opens the conversation for how does social practice, a highly
localized ethnographic methodology contribute to systems change research? Innovations in practice happen,
“when existing links are broken and new linked are created; new ideas, new products, and new procedures are
introduced, or existing elements form new links” (Bakker & Scott, 2011, 281) through data and user information
gained from discursive and practical design methods.
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Understanding the different variables within a practice is significant in a designer’s desire to influence
future practice change. The variants within a practice depend on the user themselves and it is helpful to view
each practice as a “constellation of grouping elements” where different performances of a practice by different
users “will use a different combination of interconnected elements and can therefore be conceptualized as having
different geometries” (Higginson et al, 2015, p.954). As this resolution of data emerges between users and
practices, social scientists have found value in applying elements of network theory to visualize this relationship.
Through network diagramming, “it may be possible to discern particular variants of the same practice as
more or less dominant or important in particular times and places and in so doing, to glean insights about the
potential future trajectories of specific practices and how this has impacts across wider systems of practice”
(Higginson et al, 2015, p.953). Novel attempts in diagramming practice theory with this methodology have
isolated data points that drive certain practices. Having a meta-overview of how a user engages in a practice,
through needs, satisfiers, and material objects reveals a holistic understanding of practice geometries and insights
into the ecologies of practices and their interconnected relationships (Higginson et al, 2015, p.965). It is
suggested by researchers that this application of network diagramming can act as a scalable method in
identifying trends within large datasets of social practice performances and their variants.

3.1.2

Application of Social Practice Theory
Social practice design provides the methodological framework needed to understand user behaviour and

the interrelated mechanisms that can reorient decision making towards more sustainable alternatives. As this
thesis aims to identify trends that can connect sufficiency-based solutions for larger sociotechnical change across
the building industry, there must first be an examination on an ethnographic level through social practice
methods. It is explored from Neef’s needs typology that the act of dwelling is not a satisfier for a need, but
merely the vessel that allows usage patterns or practices that satisfy needs to take place. Therefore, cataloguing
the resident’s activities performed within their private dwellings allows for data that can reflect on the user’s
behaviour and potentially how their activities can reveal elements of their social practices.

A data collection process based in social practice design can help uncover floor area parameters in
relation to the absolute minimum number of sqms per person needed to satisfy basic needs and well-being within
a personal dwelling. This is directly connected to the idea that humans facilitate activities or practices to satisfy
their individual needs.
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It is through this deduction that understanding practices and the number of sqm that are being allocated
to them within a private dwelling is the first step in understanding the spatial relationship between them.
However, collecting data on practices and their connection to floor area should include the relative spatial
satisfaction a user perceives to have in performing any practice within their dwelling. By adding this data point
to their practices, it attempts to gauge the connection between dwelling and the user’s well-being while
performing that practice.
It is also important that practices are evaluated in a discursive manner, asking the user to reflect on their
current spatial satisfaction and if they are open in sharing in their practices or activities with other people.
Through this discursive approach, this methodology seeks to connect elements of an individual’s practice
towards a speculation on interdependency and the willingness to participate in concepts of togetherness.
Utilizing practices as a unit of analysis and mapping the corresponding practice networks will be fundamental in
understanding any prevailing trends between practices, corresponding spatial satisfaction levels, and desire for
sharing in practices with others.

Not only does this application of social practice theory allow for data that is highly user specific, but it
allows for opportunities to trace prevailing practice trends throughout the user group for potential spatial
reductions based on common practices and willingness to share in them. Essentially data collection that is based
in social practice theory will allow an ethnographic understanding for where opportunities for spatial reduction
per person exist by looking to understand the user’s practices that are facilitated within their home.

The fidelity that this data provides can outline the design framework for the niche innovation to move
users closer to downscaling their spatial consumption and elevating potential new ways of organizing housing
for urban development. If initial user data outlines that users have desired preferences to engage in
interdependency with neighbours, the architectural adaptation of the site location can be reimagined with a
redistribution of space that exists within the proposed sufficiency corridor while potentially densifying the
existing building. The data produced through this methodology can outline the first steps in utilizing space as a
resource that can be scaled up by other industry actors as a stepping-stone in reducing the large impact that the
industry has on the planet’s ecological health.

Hence the application of a social practice methodology aims to support the niche innovation framework for
sufficiency urban living by the three points below or visually represented in Figure 6:
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1. Collecting user data on social practices that can be linked to potential spatial reductions and sufficieny
insights
2. Gauging a user’s desire for interdependency as a tool for spatial redistribution
3. Using data to inform architectural solutions that can be used to densify the existing building

Needing this detailed level of data, the social practice methodology will manifest as a digital platform that can
collect a range of data points needed to examine the relationship between practice, space, and interdependency.

Figure 8: Methodology’s framework for sufficient urban living

3.2

Methodology Process
The methodological process commences by outlining the site location selected for data collection, which

takes place within inner city Copenhagen and the analysis behind its selection.

Make Room (MR), the digital data collection platform, is introduced alongside an outline of the
empirical data points that it surveys from residents within the project’s site location. The structuring of the user
questions and data collection process is compared against principles in social practice design, converging the
tactics of used in theory within a digital platform occupancy. Recent practices used in within the Danish
architecture firm 3XN/GXN are presented to outline best practice used in gathering user behaviour and postoccupancy data through digital interface.
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The mechanisms for comparing and quantifying the data collected through MR is walked through in
detail, showcasing the various scenarios in which what data can be triangulated to understand user spatial
preferences, potential for interdependency, and overall densification possibilities.
Key insights from the research and development phase of this project’s early data gathering phase with
industry professionals is discussed as it paints a larger picture of the sociotechnical actors involved in assessing
the value of a platform for sufficient urban living and the challenges and opportunity that exist with the STS.

3.2.1

Site Location
As noted, the country of Denmark boasts the largest spatial footprints per capita in Northern Europe and

ranks as one of the highest offenders in the world with 52.8 sqm per capita. Therefore, Denmark provides itself
as a candidate that can be representative for wealthy Western countries that are engaging in the ‘build big’
mentality. When looking at this within the urban context of the city of Copenhagen, most neighbourhoods are
exceeding 35 sqm per capita (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Average Floor Area per Capita by Copenhagen districts

Note: Data is an adaption of household data by districts collected by the Copenhagen municipality. Source: Denmark StatBank,
BOL103: Dwellings by county, type of resident, type of dwelling, number of rooms, size of dwelling in square metre and household size

When comparing these floor area statistics against household size data for the same neighbourhoods
(Figure 10), there are high levels of correspondence between sole or coupled occupants within the Copenhagen
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neighbourhoods that boast high floor area per capita limits. Therefore, the potential for sufficient urban living
should be explored within the neighbourhoods where there is the largest area for spatial reduction per person.
With the highest levels of sole occupants and the highest floor area per capita, an inner-city neighbourhood was
chosen for this thesis’ case study.

Figure 10: Sqm per capita by household sizes by Copenhagen districts

Source: Denmark StatBank, BOL103: Dwellings by county, type of resident, type of dwelling, number of rooms, size of dwelling in square
meter and household size

The identified project site to develop and test this model for sufficient urban living is a multi-tenant
residential building located in Copenhagen’s Christianshavn neighbourhood, Appleby's Plads 9-31, 1411
Copenhagen. Figure 10 shows that inner city neighbourhoods, such as Christianshavn, have the highest spatial
consumption on average for every single household size when compared to other neighbourhoods in
Copenhagen, highlighting that there is huge potential for sufficiency reductions within the neighbourhood.

The residential block itself contains 152 apartment, 40 unique apartment layouts, totalling for 13,572
sqm of living space (Appendix A). While the exact count of residents of the 152 apartments is unknown, a
weighted average was calculated based on demographic data using an assumption about the number of people
per apartment per bedroom. This weighted average estimates the total amount of residents to 328 residents
within the site location. This results in a weighted average of 41 sqm per person which is mirrors the data for
Inner City Copenhagen data from Denmark StatBank.
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The building's immediate surroundings are characterized by a mix of offices and housing, low density, a
number of neighbouring green areas, and a one-way street with low traffic and high connectivity to the rest of
the city, making it an appealing residential area for many locals. This multi-tenant unit is a non-protected
building constructed in 1996. It has an estimated residential population of 328 plus inhabitants representing a
wide range of household types and spatial consumption patterns. These demographics are critical to identify
specific target groups and household sizes with a high sufficiency potential, as well as their willingness to
become more interdependent.
Figure 11: Aerial view of AppleBy Plads, Christianhavn, Copenhagen

Source: Adapted satellite image from Google Maps

3.2.2

Setting the Sufficiency Corridor for Densification
The goal of uncovering the social floor regarding spatial reduction is framed by the urgency that floor

area consumption has to be reoriented to fall within limits determined by sufficiency. The digital platform and
the social practice methodology employed through the data collection aims to determine where the social floor
may be for certain demographics through the surveying of residents in Appleby Plads.
However, the research presented for a sufficiency corridor’s ecological ceiling is informed by the LCA’s
conducted for newly developed stand-alone dwellings. However, the architectural solution presented for
Applyby Plads through this data collection would be an adaptative/reuse transformation of an existing
multitenant building. Therefore, the 20 sqm ceiling determined by DTU’s study acts as a flexible proxy value
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regarding this case site as it is not a direct 1:1 correlation as the existing building already retains embodied
carbon, avoiding the new emissions that are factored into DTU’s LCA.
As stated by Andersen, et al., a 60 percent reduction in floor area per capita to stay within the planet’s
carrying capacity would be, physically possible yet culturally difficult. Acknowledging that floor area reduction
would need to be taken incrementally to distil spatial and cultural norms, the sufficiency corridor identified for
the architectural solution exists in three speculative floor area targets. The most extreme architectural
densification plan would follow the 20 sqm target as recommended by DTU’s study and is understood as an
extreme reduction in spatial norms yet ecologically necessary. This would take the weighted sqm per capita
average from the estimated 41 sqm to 20 sqm, a total reduction of 51 percent.

The second design scenario meets the 30 sqm sufficiency standard outlined by sufficiency researchers
in social policy and can be seen as a 27 percent reduction of the building’s current floor area per capita
estimates. The final design scenario, and smallest reduction in floor area looks at getting floor area per capita
levels marginally lower to 35 sqm. This would result to a 15 percent reduction per capita. This final scenario
does not fall within sufficiency parameters yet, any reduction in floor area can be seen as a step towards
recalibrating social perceptions of necessary space for private dwellings. As seen below in Figure 11, the
different sufficiency targets fall in relation to the current shared average by residents of Appleby Plads.

Figure 12: Sufficiency Targets for Appleby Plads

Note: Figure 12 charts the different sufficiency targets for floor area in relation to the current average shared by Appleby Plads to
visualize the difference between the targets and total reductions needed. The smaller reduction targets are estimated to take less time to
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implement whereas Target #3 may challenge current spatial norms the most and might require a more hands-on design and user
approach.

Therefore, any spatial reductions discovered through the social practice method that leads to an
allocation of sqm within the existing building, should be looked at for adding spaces for new residents using sqm
allotments within these three design and densification scenarios. Data from certain demographic groups might be
able to reveal sqm allowances for types of households and living constellations that show latent potential for
sufficient urban living design configurations.

Table 1 shows that by using this sufficiency range, there is potential to densify Appleby Plads by a range
between 60 to 350 new residents.

Table 1: Potential Densification of Appleby Plads by Sufficiency Targets

Sufficiency Target Per

Densified Residential

New Residents**

Total SQM reduction

Capita

Population *

20 sqm

678

350

51%

30 sqm

452

124

27%

35 sqm

388

60

15%

needed to densify

Note: *Densified Residential Population is calculated by taking livable total livable sqms, 13,571, divided by sufficiency target.
** New residents are calculated by taking the difference between the Densified Residential Population and the estimated
weighted average of residents, 328.

3.2.3

Digital Platform, www.MakeRoom.online
Make Room (MR) is the thesis’ digital tool for collecting the necessary practice-based data and the

corresponding practice network between the residents of this urban block. The data collected through the digital
platform are the determinants in creating models for spatial reduction within the context of inner-city
Copenhagen and for understanding which specific demographic types are prime for sufficiency-based building
transformation interventions on a city-wide level.

The convergence between mapping technology and its ability to inform the architectural design process
continues to see advancements. While there are continued advancements regarding sensor based and machine
learning, “the field is lacking technologies for mapping and analysing occupant behaviour that can directly
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inform the design process” (Jørgensen, et al, 2020, p.251). GXN/3XN, a Copenhagen-based architecture studio,
recently published paper outlines the “current approaches to occupancy evaluations and data management in the
built environment, points to a lack of “efficient digital frameworks for flexible and efficient mappings of
occupancy behaviour” (Jørgensen, et al, 2020, p.252). Jørgensen et al., point out that traditional post occupancy
evaluations (POEs) that have been the mainstay for “bridging the gap between social science, technical building
assessment, and design” (2020, p.252) are labour intensive, difficult to scale, and “lacks socio-spatial
granularity, and temporal longevity” (p.253).

With this industry precedent in mind, a digital tool that aims to collect practice-based data from users
will have to be structured to capture the data on a level between the user, the building, and the potential
interdependency network hypothesized between residents.

Figure 13: Digital interfaces of the Make Room platform

MR’s data collection process considers the current practices of sufficiency evaluations conducted thus
far in the building industry. Previous sufficiency-based analyses of buildings have indicated that that there is a
lack of data availability when making sufficiency assessments. In a European context the missing sufficiency
indicators included: time utilization of dwellings/rooms by users, spatial satisfaction of the building, room
syntax, and hybridization of rooms (Bierwirth & Thomas, 2019, p.1147). These are components structured into
the data collection mechanisms of the MR platform.

In accordance with the social practice methodology this platform collects important spatial perception
and behavioural data from users. While the main objective of this platform functions as the niche innovation
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framework to promote sufficient urban living, it also generates insights for the users themselves to reflect on
how they use their spaces. Elements of the platform’s user experience create a feedback loop for people to reflect
upon and understand their own spatial behaviour, leaning on the practical and discursive modes of consciousness
cited in throughout social practice theory.

The backend of MR was constructed specifically for residents of Appleby Plads 9-31, therefore the floor
plans, sqm calculations, and other spatial data generated is associated with the distinct address of the user. This
allows for a fine grain analysis of how the user’s practices relates to their current spatial footprint. The building
schematics were provided through close dialogue with the building’s facility manager. The architectural
presentation of the floor plans and sqm analysis of the existing building was done with ArchiCAD software by
thesis collaborators Goren and Burnett.

The user experience and interface of the platform was initially developed through Figma, a program that
allows for collaborative digital app development. The iterative testing granted through Figma allowed for a
curated experience to be designed that paired approachable and engaging language in addition to other design
elements such as intuitive button selections for both mobile and desktop use. However, due to time constraints
and technical capabilities the user interface designed in Figma as a mobile application was ultimately adapted as
a website that is accessible by mobile or desktop and hosted by the web platform Wix, which allows for backend
data collection.

Additionally, the development of this methodology took place from February 2021 to June 2021, when
the city of Copenhagen was placed under varying social distancing and public health protocols to prevent to
community spread of the novel COVID-19 virus. Therefore, traditional qualitative in-person survey methods
were limited due to exposure risks and individual’s rational to not engage in contact with people outside their
home units were determined to be significant.

3.2.4

Empirical Data Selection
In the following subsection, the empirical data that the MR digital platform collects are outlined with the

corresponding visual digital interface and experience. From this grouping of data, a subsequent framework that
aims to measure the user’s satisfaction of their current dwelling, the activities they perform there,
and their overall willingness to share in interdependency with their urban block.
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3.2.4.1

Demographic Data
As the user opts into using the platform, the initial data that is collected is the user’s: name, email

address, and consent for data collection via the MR privacy policy that adheres to GDPR guidelines (Appendix
B). Here the user has an option to remain anonymous by choosing a nickname or using a non-identifying email
address, while the data collection solely needs a unique user ID to associate all following data with.

Following the sign-up page, the data collected is intimately related to the user themselves and aims to
capture demographic data that can help analyse trends for sufficiency strategies along indicators such as: age
range, household size, household type, and duration of occupancy. The user is asked to input their address which
allows the MR platform to assign the correct apartment layout and square meter total to their profile and
practices.
Assessing the user’s current baseline satisfaction with their dwelling is surveyed in relation to
corresponding environmental variables such as: light, space, public space, neighbours. By having this baseline
value and potential indicators can help give a foundational context for the user themselves and potentially any
initial spatial preferences they might inhabit at the time of data collection.
Figure 14: Make Room’s user profile set up page

3.2.4.2 Practice and Spatial Data
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Once the user has completed setting up their profile, they are presented with the prompt that outlines the
directive of the platform and of the overall social practice experiment that is being conducted with their
responses. As the user proceeds, they are taken to the “Activity Map” page which displays the apartment layout
that corresponds with the user’s address they input during their profile set-up. They are prompted to think of an
activity they conduct within their home and to select the room where the activity happens (Figure 14).
Figure 15: Make Room’s Activity Map page

Note: The corresponding apartment layout associated with the user’s selected address autogenerates the map for the users to log
activities in, allowing the platform to associate spatial dimensions by user and their practices.

The user then proceeds to select an activity and fill in information that relates to the time of the activity,
duration, frequency, the number of people involved in it and the overall spatial satisfaction they perceive for this
activity based on the room where the activity is taking place. The seven-point scaling used for the spatial
satisfaction questions were based on 2017 Eurostat Quality of Life survey that employed similar qualitative
evaluations on subjective well-being.

The digital platform utilises social practice theory here by asking the resident about what activities they
are engaging with in their personal dwelling. Each time a user logs an activity they register which room the
activity is happening, providing a spatial value in sqm in addition to giving it a satisfaction rating on a sevenmetric scale. Additional quantitative data is collected by asking the duration of the activity, the time of day in
addition to the number of people they are with in this space during the performance of the activity, to help
distinguish sqm per capita by room and practice (Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Make Room’s Activity Log page

One final spatial prompt asks the user to evaluate and select the rooms they do not log practices in and
provide a reason for why this space is underused. This question helps identify spaces within the dwelling that are
underutilised and help distinguish why no practices were registered in these rooms.

3.2.4.3 Interdependency Data
The last question the resident is surveyed on during their Activity Log is focused on the phenomena of
interdependency that could exist between resident’s practices. This question asks them to reflect on the activity
they have just logged and what is their willingness to share in this activity with others. The user is asked to
reflect on what type of person they would be share this activity with. They can opt into selecting that they would
not share in the activity with others, or they would select on a sliding scale from: other people in their household,
to friends and family, neighbours, or anyone in the general public. The spatial allowance for the activity is
quantified by asking how many more additional people they would want to participate in this activity with.
This question is of keen importance in gauging ability to reduce floor area per person based on the level
of acceptance that residents have in sharing in practices with other people. Additionally, through social practice
mapping of activities and at what level individuals are willing to share, additional points for spatial redistribution
can be suggested.
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This grouping of questions has been placed together as a proxy for investigating the latent
interdependency within the community at Applebys Plads. If communal ideas of sharing and togetherness can be
used for spatial redistribution, the questions asked here to aim to unpack what motivates or raises concerns in
participating in responsible togetherness and where resources could be shared. If residents are able to provide
answers for their motivations and concerns for sharing, it provides a sliding scale for what elements and what
practices can be adapted in an architectural reimagination of their dwellings. Or additionally it can help provide
insights in how future constellations of dwellings can be arranged if people express high willingness to share
with friends or family. These design proposals can be shaped in a way that can boost aspects of reciprocity and
conviviality that are proven social qualities that elevate social well-being and quality of life.

Figure 17: Make Room's Willingness to Share page

3.2.4.4 Prompts Aimed at Discursive Reflection
The above data collections touch upon practices that are related the idea of practical consciousness
within social practice theory. They are practices that represent the automated nature of routine that are familiar
and engrained in the user (Scott 2011). The final two prompts that the user navigates on the MR platform target
discursive consciousness, where users reflect, examine, evaluate, and recognize their own behaviour (Scott,
2011).

After the user has logged five activities and evaluated their underutilized spaces, they are prompted with
a question that ask them to reflect on what services they would need to have less space (Appendix B). Eight pre-
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written options are provided for the user that range from sharing utility services to ideas for sharing spaces for
families, while providing a space for the user themselves to contribute to the list. As the user has been
cataloguing their personal practices within their home and evaluating their spatial satisfaction and willingness to
share, they are now provided an opportunity to reflect on these practices in a more direct way that relates to the
methodology’s investigation.

The practices that the user shares with the platform may be highly routinized or reduced to the basic
practices that are conducted within a personal dwelling. However, this does not reflect where relative poverty
may exist for the needs of the residents. The final question that asks the user to reflect on what activities they
dream of having access to in their dwelling or neighbourhood. This allows the users an opportunity to reflect on
what activities or services they could have closer in proximity to elevate their potential well-being.

Lastly, the community dashboard acts a discursive reflection tool for the residents at Applebys Plads
who engage with the Make Room platform. The dashboard presents four different dynamic charts that reflect the
data that has been shared by the residents themselves. The first chart (Appendix B) presents the concept of space
as a resource and where Applybys Plads average spatial consumption compares with other populations. The
absolute sustainability floor area limit of 20 sqm per capita conducted by DTU is presented as a foil to the
current floor area consumption rates with a spatial reduction question aimed at the user.

The second chart initiates the statement that sharing is a great way to reduce impact on the planet and
proceeds to show what practices residents at Applebys Plads are willing to share in and with whom, potentially
provoking a reflection on what similarities or differences the community has in sharing preferences. This
sentiment links well with the word cloud display of dream activities logged by the residents, allowing for a
visualization of shared amenities or services that are prominent across users or distinct to individuals.

The final chart pulls in the top four most logged activities and the general spatial satisfaction associated
with each activity. This can act as a reflective tool that outlines similarities or differences in spatial satisfaction
across practices and users.

3.2.5

Spatial Reduction Mechanisms
As the platform collects and stores the data points, there are three mechanisms derived to frame the

spatial reduction potential from the collected data. The following section will outline how the data at its varying
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fidelities will inform the potential for spatial reduction that will be manifested in the architectural solution that
seeks to operationalize the existing building as a resource to activate community interdepency while densifying.

3.2.5.1 Spatial Reduction Framework
A spatial reduction framework was constructed to identify latent potential for reductions in floor area on
an individual basis. There are two coefficients within this deduction. The first is measured by a user’s response
to their spatial satisfaction, a proxy value taken for a perception of well-being connected to the practice they are
performing. The spatial satisfaction value can act as a point of departure where a range for potential spatial
reductions based on practices can be estimated in relation to the sqm of the room they are conducting said
practice.
Second, the user’s response to their willingness to share in this practice acts as a value for their
perception of desired interdependency. This measurement can help conceptualize which practices can be
identified for sharing and potentially the redistribution of private space for shared spaces.

Both coefficients are necessary to isolate which practices are more private and their average perception
of what is enough space per resident. Conversely, it is also possible to determine more public practices and the
level of sharing that is expressed by the residents and the potential sqm needed per person to facilitate these
shared practices. Comparing these sqm totals by practice against the existing sqm of the building can present the
amount of sqms that are then available for redistribution to densify the building.

An initial framework for comparing these values is made up of two axes that compare spatial satisfaction
rates against a user’s willingness to share where the user’s practices are plotted. Through this initial triangulation
of data there are three design scenarios that arise for spatial reduction.

3.2.5.2 Spatial Reduction Scenarios
Through early scenario building with potential data that would be collected through the MR platform,
three design scenarios emerged where sqm per capita could be reduced definitively and potentially redistributed
to new residents. These scenarios are known as less, flexible, and shared opportunities for spatial reduction.
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Figure 18: Spatial Reduction Scenarios Graph

The first scenario for spatial reduction that is examined is Less and it arises when a user has indicated
they are not willing to share an activity outside their household but noted a neutral to high level of spatial
satisfaction. This presents a potential scenario where immediate reductions could be made within their personal
dwelling as they have indicated that they have more than enough space to conduct their practice.

Residents whose data triangulates in this section allows for a more direct spatial reduction as their data
points to a potential for smaller room sizes where unnecessary, micro-dwellings, and alternative space-saving
solutions for different activities. This is a design assumption made off their high levels of spatial satisfaction.

In the bottom left corner of the matrix, the scenario of Flexible is explored for possible spatial reduction
or re-distribution. The user here has indicated they are not willing to share in their practice and they have
identified as being spatially dissatisfied. This represents that these practices are private and there are concerns in
sharing, and there is spatial dissatisfaction for this activity within its current setting. While challenging, there is
still a possibility for spatial reduction through a few metrics of analysis. One option is that the practice can be
shifted to a bigger multifunctional space where multiple practices can be performed in private, leading to a
reduction of the previous room. This can be done by overlaying time utilization data (duration of activity,
frequency, and time of day) to allocate ideal activities per space.
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Another option is redesigning the space to facilitate these activities more effectively through
functionality, lighting, etc. Qualitative data on sharing concerns can be of use in creating these hybrid spaces.
These users have expressed a preference for these practices to be done alone or only with the people they share
their household with which limits the amount of interdependency that these residents can be exposed to through
their practices and dwellings. Flexible design interventions that can grow or shrink dwelling size through
polyvalent spaces, facilitate multiple uses, or changes of use over time with flexible elements potentially being
options for spatial reductions.

The third scenario presented is defined as a Shared approach for spatial reduction. This occurs in
instances when the user has indicated that they are willing to share in their logged activity with others. In this
scenario users can be matched with other residents who have similar desires to share their practice in a more
public setting. Spatial satisfaction data related to these shared practices help provide an associated sqm per capita
needed to potentially conduct this practice while maintaining the current spatial satisfaction average with a larger
group size. Ideally, these are activities where sharing in activities across multiple residents could result in a
spatial reduction if this space and activity is reallocated to a shared practice area. Here the reallocation and
redesign of new shared spaces can be experimented with alternative ways of sharing spaces within the
dwellings for different activities, more shared community facilities and furniture, as well as cooperative dwelling
models.

Figure 19 Design Scenarios for Less, Flexible, and Shared

Note: Figure 19 depicts how the potential spatial reduction scenarios could be realized in a spatial capacity
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The sequence for evaluating the data for spatial reduction or redistribution within these sectors is as
following:
1. As the data aggregates the spatial satisfaction indicators need to be a numerical weight to determine
how much more space is needed or can be reduced per resident per practice to see what design
solution best suits this resident. As the MR backend captures the sqms of the room where the
resident is logging their activity, this spatial value can be associated with the activity and the spatial
satisfaction score.
Table 2 outlines the process taken to weight the resident’s spatial satisfactions responses with spatial adjustments
to the room size they occupy for that practice.
Table 2: Determining sqm adjustments by user’s spatial satisfaction scores

Survey Text

Spatial Satisfaction Score

Spatial Satisfaction Adjustment by
Practice*

Significantly more than necessary

+3

Reduce room sqm by 45%

Moderately more than necessary

+2

Reduce room sqm by 30%

Slightly more than necessary

+1

Reduce room sqm by 15%

Perfect match for my activity

0

No spatial adjustments

Slightly insufficient space

-1

Increase room sqm by 15%

Moderately insufficient space

-2

Increase room sqm by 30%

Highly insufficient space

-2

Increase room sqm by 45%

Note: The survey text selection was in response to the user being prompted, “How do feel about the size of the space for this activity. *
The incremental scale from 15 to 45 percent are experimental estimates based on early scenario design simulations with collaborators
Burnett and Goren, qualitative simulations with residents in the future could give more accurate and practice specific spatial
associations.
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2. Now as the resident’s spatial satisfaction is given an estimated numerical value for potential spatial
reduction / addition the methodology can bring in additional data points needed to assess the
practices that fall within the Less, Shared, and Flexible reduction scenarios.
Table 3 shows an excerpt of how the data in the backend is collected and calculated in Excel (Appendix
D). The activities shown in the table supply a range of examples where significantly to insufficient amounts of
space are noted to illustrate how the spatial satisfaction adjustment calculation’s function.

Columns 1 through 5 are data points that are captured by the digital platform as they are architectural
values associated with the user’s dwelling or are inputs from the user themselves. Columns 6 through 9 are
calculations set up to determine spatial allowances per user per practice.

Table 3: Data sample outlining spatial reduction or increase based on satisfaction of residents
1

2

3

4

5

Activity

Room ID

Room

People

Spatial

SQM

Involved

Satisfaction

6
*SQM

7
/

Capita

**Spatial

8
***SQM

/

9

10

Room

Reduction
Potential

Satisfaction

Capita

SQM

Adjustment

(Adj.)

(Adj.)

Partying

Balcony

6

10

-3

0.6

+ 45%

0.87

8.7

+2.7

Dining

Kitchen

9

3

0

3

No Change

3

9

0

Studying

Living

20

1

+3

20

- 45%

11

11

-9

Room

Note: This data is a sample is a mix of inputs taken directly from the MR backend and user logs * SQM / Capita is taken by dividing the
Room SQM / People Involved ** SQM / Capita (adj.), adjusted by spatial satisfaction applies the adjustment increments found in Table 2
to the SQM / Capita value. *** Room SQM (Adj.) adjusted by spatial satisfaction creates a sqm estimation of what a new space that
satisfies the users practice could be by multiplying the SQM / Capita (Adj. SS) by People Involved

3. Column 6 takes sqm per practice per capita can be taken per activity. As the sqm per practice per
capita is determined the user’s spatial satisfaction of the room is taken to determine if the user
perceives to need more, less, or the same amount of space. Based on the seven-point assessment
scale used in the user survey, estimated values associated with satisfaction rankings are used to
determine what percentage of the existing sqm can be either reduced or – conversely added.
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4. Here the value determined in Column 8, the sqm per practice per capita is factored by the user’s
spatial satisfaction score giving an adjusted value for how much sqm the user needs to remain
satisfied with their current practice. Taking this per capita value and multiplying it by the number of
People Involved can show the value seen in Column 9, the Room SQM adjusted by spatial
satisfaction. Depending on the spatial satisfaction logged this number will either be higher, lower, or
remain unchanged from it’s current dimensions.
5. The Reduction Potential, in Column 10, shows the difference between Column 3 and 9 if the value is
seen as positive than that shows the current space where this practice is occurring would have to
increase to appease a higher spatial satisfaction ranking.

3.2.5.3 Practice Networks and Interdependency Mapping
While the spatial reduction framework and scenarios allow a more data-oriented approach for comparing
and calculating the data collected through the MR platform, there is still a need to visualize the interdependency
network between users and their practices to more easily communicate the connectivity between residents and
their practices. By adapting the social practice network method on top of the users, their practices, and their
sharing preferences, it may be possible to discern certain elements of the practices that are more dominant across
users and can paint a wider picture of the practice ecosystem that exists within the test location.

Through the visualization of this practice network, it is possible to visualize where aspects of
togetherness and motivations to share can be used to implement higher degrees of interdependency through the
architectural solution. This can be a main design driver to promote conviviality and social well-being through the
design of shared community spaces that can facilitate common practices and user needs. By distilling the
practice data through a visual medium, it can act as a dialogue and process tool not only for the residents to
observe where shared dwelling practices may occur with their neighbours to lower their environmental impact,
but there is potential in communicating a complex system through this practice network to building managers,
architects, and other stakeholders within the sociotechnical actor network.

3.2.6

User Engagement
Connecting with the residents of Appleby Plads 9-31 was staggered in three separate outreach tactics.

The primary mode for communicating and disseminating the MR platform was through a residential Facebook
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group shared by the residents, which Goren and Burnett had access to as residents of Appleby Plads. Initial
announcements of the project, the intent of the research, and tech support were facilitated through this digital
group.

Traditional print media tactics such as informational posters were hung in the building’s fourteen
corridors (Appendix D). Half-way through data collection, 152 mail flyers were dropped for each resident’s
mailbox. Both the flyers and posters contained a digital QR code that linked them directly to MR’s landing page,
in addition to listing the URL itself and four step instructions for the residents to follow.

Due to rising COVID-19 vaccination rates and relaxed social distancing protocols, the data collection
phase concluded with a community barbeque held in the common courtyard. Ten adult residents and two kids
attended the gathering where the thesis team was able to answer questions, present initial research, and witness
new and old residents engage in living togetherness.

3.2.7

Industry Experts
Beyond the theoretical positioning of research and delineation of the data collection mechanisms, it was

paramount to get outside and real-world perspective on this collaboration’s aim to uncover a model for sufficient
urban living that establishes a sufficiency corridor to guide floor area allocation for the building industry.

17 interviews (Appendix E) were conducted with varying industry professionals who could help provide insight
for where this thesis’ value could have the largest impact. These conversations with certain actors within the
sociotechnical system gave an understanding of their relative practices in relation to this project’s
goal in reducing floor area per person while elevating quality of life for urban dwellers.
Upon analysis of these interviews with leading researchers and spatial practitioners, elements of this
thesis’ interdisciplinary approach were underscored while providing scope for our three deliverables. The
interconnectedness of the actors that were interviewed and their relation
to the sociotechnical dimensions, provided insight that feeds into the written thesis, the digital platform, and the
spatial transformation.
Three interviews illustrated the value proposition of this methodology within the building industry and
subsequently cemented the approach.
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Anja Bierwirth, sufficiency and urban change researcher from the Wuppertal Institute for Climate,
Environment, and Energy, provided insight into how to approach sufficiency oriented policies regarding the
building industry. Bierwirth noted that the policy infrastructure that can support sufficiency is not at an
operational level. The conversation around living space per person is taken as an assumption and is rarely
questioned across the building industry impact reports. However, she stated that this oversight ignored that land
consumption and biodiversity loss cannot be avoided with new buildings, regardless of if the building is zero
CO2. Bierwirth ultimately says that the industry can expand its practice in change management within urban
planning if the goal is looking to reduce space per capita.
Camilla Forero Bordamalo, a social sustainability embedded in the engineering consulting
form Rambøll, was able to provide insight in how to structure a digital survey tool to mine the necessary data
needed to test the methodology. From her experience with social practice theory and conducting post occupancy
evaluations, Forero Bordamlo emphasized to define social metrics on what be observed and measured. She
encouraged that the digital platform should be able to triangulate around data points critical to its aim – and to
view them as an interconnected network and not in isolation.
Morten Walbech Ryberg, an author of the DTU absolute sustainability study cited previously,
expressed the overall difficulties that arise when trying to operationalise absolute sustainability
transitions, within the built environment. Ryberg mentioned that the political, social norms and culture
make sharing and redistribution principles hard to navigate – despite their large impact on floor area
reductions. Ryberg’s paper provided a concrete floor area per capita target of around 20sqm per capita in

order for a building to be absolutely sustainable from an environmental standpoint - forming a crucial
early design driver for the sufficiency corridor within the Appleby Plads.
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Figure 20: Industry Interview Map

Note: The 17 interviews that were completed encompassed a wide range of building industry actors. Figure 20 connects the interview
groupings to the STS actor networks with the main findings from these interviews impacting the three research deliverables.

3.3

Methodology Limitations

COVID19 Pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic impacted the methodology in three distinct ways. The overall thesis and cross
disciplinary design of this project resulted in a initial digital and dispersed working constellation due to public
health protocols. This led to a large dependency on ideation and collaboration platforms like Miro to map and
illustrate the design process from its research phase, platform development, and project management of the
differing deliverables and shared aims of each team member.
As delineated earlier, the reality of social distancing throughout the planning phase of this thesis meant
that traditional tactics used in social practice theory, such as interpersonal and collective workshops based in
ethnography had to be readjusted to fit the current context. This resulted that the design of the project’s digital
engagement had to aim to be as effective as interpersonal user engagement.
Lastly, while hard to measure precisely in this study, how residents interact with their private dwelling
was significantly impacted by COVID-19 lockdowns and quarantine protocols. This shifting relation between
the resident and their dwelling has been examined by many building industry professionals and anthropologists,
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and how this impacts the future design of personal and public spaces. Meaning their spatial satisfaction,
willingness to share, and practices recorded in their dwelling during this study could be influenced by this recent
phenomenon that is still unfolding.
Sufficiency Metrics
As the studies around sufficiency and floor area are a contemporary field burgeoning with novel
research, this study chose to adapt what research and scientific data currently exists within this framework.
Therefore, the study on absolute sustainability targets for floor area and building practices for newly developed
stand-alone dwellings cited from the Danish Technical University was used as a proxy value as no similar study
exists that looks specifically at floor area and absolute sustainability in regard to retrofits/transformations on
multi-tenant buildings within a Danish context. This also informs the rationale behind a more flexible sufficiency
range that is used within the analysis as the exact ecological ceiling for multi-tenant building transformations has
not been outlined in scientific publications.
While this project promotes ideas around shared spaces for reducing floor area per capita footprints and
decoupling the development of new housing from exponential urbanization, there is a lack of conclusive life
cycle analyses on more densely shared infrastructure. A comparative study is needed to analyse the
environmental impact of higher utilization rates of shared infrastructure over time to understand if the impact is
greater, the same, or less than what is required of a new development. Is the lifecycle of infrastructure that has
higher utilization rates shorter than those that experience more dispersed used by a smaller user population? This
scientific data is an area that is critical to investigate if sufficiency researchers are promoting the use of more
shared spaces and infrastructural elements of society and is currently not available to scale against this project’s
sufficiency corridor.
Technical Capabilities and Data Resolution
Early design sketches and digital prototypes of the MR platform aimed to collect a high resolution of
data that could inform the project’s goal of understanding areas for spatial reduction and interdependency
between residents. However, due to technical development and time limitations, the final design iteration of the
digital platform resulted in certain data points being left out of the final version used for data collection.
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Kids were a demographic group that the methodological approach missed even though they are key
components to larger household sizes and could have unique impacts on shared services and interdependency for
family demographics. Various methods were explored in how to include capturing this resolution of data inside
the user interface of the digital platform, but technical difficulties compounded with a limited production time
led to their omission. Additionally, it was determined that kids are passive spatial consumers, not actively
purchasing or renting private dwelling spaces and their behaviour needs less nudging than that of their parents or
families.

Information on furniture within dwelling was a level of detail that was not included in the implemented
MR platform. Ultimately, when a user engages in rating the spatial satisfaction of the room they are in when
conducting their practices, the type and modularity of furniture can have a large impact on their ability to
conduct their practice to the degree of satisfaction they want. This extra layer of spatial analysis was deemed to
be secondary in the pursuit of assessing the main directive of the methodology and was therefore not included in
the design of the MR platform.
As user’s were only prompted to log five of their activities, the scope of data is not a complete representation
of the user and all the activities performed in their dweeling. For example, not every user has logged sleeping,
using the bathroom, or eating but it can be assumed that even if they do not log these activities that they are still
conducted to some extent within their dwellings.
Lack of Qualitative Feedback
Due to time constraints, the methodology unfortunately was not able to include more qualitative user
engagement to correlate with their quantitative practice data. Therefore, the data reads in a very definitive way
and should be understood only as a sample of the total residents. There are many instances when a user could be
locked into their sharing preferences for a practice if they only logged the practice on one occasion. This is a
moment where a qualitative interview with the user could help mediate the user data in a more reflective way.
While the platform incorporates many discursive elements taken from social practice theory, there was
no follow up with the users to see if the discursive prompts challenge their behaviour and approach in framing
their practices around sharing and spatial consumption. It is recommended that a future continuation of this study
should consider the benefits of incorporating speculative design workshops and interpersonal social practice
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tactics to get user insights on spatial reduction ranges or a more in-depth ethnography on their relation between
space, well-being, and luxury.
This type of qualitative follow up could give more precise measurements for individual spatial reduction
compared to the estimated and incremental values used to approximate how much space could be reduced or
added based on the user’s spatial satisfaction rating and should be a step used in the continuation of this
methodology.

4

Analysis
The data collection phase resulted in 24 unique user profiles and 117 practices recorded, yielding almost

3,000 unique data points for analysis. This analysis will assess whether spatial reduction and interdependency
can be made through the analysis of one singular practice as a case example for the efficacy of this methodology.
Due to the spatial dimensions needed for the spatial transformation being conducted by thesis collaborators
Goren and Burnett, the architectural solution for sufficiency-based densification will assess a greater share of
these practices and metrics to make more informed design decisions. A brief overview of their scaled-up method
for spatial reallocation and densification will be presented at the end of this chapter.
Commencing with the singular practice focus, the analysis has been conducted in step with the derived
methodology for spatial reduction:
1. All practices are charted against the spatial reduction framework. This is used to plot all activities to
determine where practices land in relation to the sample group, from spatial satisfaction to their
willingness to share.
2. An analysis of these practices concludes when a single practice can serve as an example that can be
processed through the less, flexible, and shared spatial reduction scenarios. Cycling the practice through
the spatial reduction scenarios can determine how much spatial reduction is possible based off of
methodological assumptions.
3. Based off of the analysis from the spatial reduction scenarios, potential densification will be assessed
based on sufficiency corridor target outlined in the methodology in connection with potential space
redistribution that is calculated.
4. Lastly, practice network mapping of this case study can illustrate the interdependency between residents,
giving the data visual impact that can be used a tool to show residents their interconnectedness by
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practices. This is also a visual tool to be used for architects and other industry professionals to show the
complexity captured by this methodology.

4.1

Practice Selection
When isolating one practice for spatial reduction potential, plotting the practice data against the spatial

reduction framework chart is the initial step in getting a larger overview of all the practice data. As outlined, this
initial graph outlines where practices fall in relation to the user’s spatial satisfaction of the room where that
activity is taking place and the willingness to share in that activity. While this data does not lead to specific
insight on reductions it is a delineation tool used to get a deeper understanding on practices.
Figure 21: Practice Data plotted against spatial reduction framework

Note: Figure 21 plots 117 unique practice against their corresponding spatial satisfaction rankings on the Y-axis and their
corresponding Sharing Type on the X-axis.

In Figure 19, all 117 practices are plotted against the two axes with immediate calculations showing, 76
percent of respondents have indicated that their current spaces are the perfect size or have more slightly to more
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than enough space for their practices. This leaves 24 percent of all activities in Figure 19 with a spatial
satisfaction score ranging from slightly to extremely insufficient (Appendix F) .
When taking the total count of activities by practices, Cooking Dinner – 13 counts, Eating/Dining 12
counts, Sleeping – 12 counts, and Working from Home – 10 counts, all rank in the most logged activities.
However, when looking at Cooking as a practice within itself, logs from Making Lunch and Making Breakfast
result in a new total of 16 logs. The decision to combine these practices is supported by the analysis that they are
all logged in the area tagged with the Room ID “Kitchen” (Appendix C). Figure 22 proceeds to plot the 16
cooking practice logs along the spatial reduction framework chart.

Figure 22: Practice Isolation, Cooking

As seen in Figure 22, the practice of cooking is isolated from the complete data set in Figure 21, it is
evident that this practice has a diversity of sharing types across users and can be adapted into each one of the
spatial reduction scenarios of less, flexible, and shared.
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Figure 23: Cooking isolated within the Spatial Reduction scenarios

4.2

Less, Flexible, Shared Analysis
As the initial data analysis commences, the practice of Cooking has emerged as a candidate for spatial

reduction assessment as it is having a plurality of users who are have a range of spatial satisfaction with the
rooms they are completing this activity with and have a diverse set of sharing preferences for this activity.

4.2.1

Less
The hypothesis with users in this sector of the spatial reduction framework graph is that immediate

spatial reductions with these users can be made based on their high spatial satisfaction ranking with the room
they are in.

Upon examination there are six data points that are found within this sector with four falling under the
Only Me sharing type and two under Friends / Family. However, two of the data points are marked as “0” for
spatial satisfaction, meaning that they find their space adequate for their practice and therefore these data points
will not be evaluated for spatial reduction within the less section.

Therefore, two users for both sharing type groups will be taken as a percentage of the sample size as a
proportion of the 328 estimated inhabitants of Applebys Plads. This calculation is conducted to present what a
scaled-up evaluation of this tactic could look like if this was an accurate representation of the building’s
population.
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Table 4: Spatial Reduction Scenario: Less / Sharing Type: Only Me / Practice: Cooking
Description

Calculations

Step 1: Scaling up data
(no. users / sample size) % / estimated residents =

(2/24) = 8% x 328 = 27

proportion of estimated residents that have higher space satisfaction but unwilling to share

residents

Step 2: Determining sqms of new space
No. of total residents x avg. number of people involved = No. of new spaces

27 x 1 = 27 kitchens

Step 3 Current spatial data vs satisfaction score
Avg. sqm of practice per capita (room sqm / people involved in activity) / total users

(10.5+11) / 2 = 10.5 sqm

Avg. sqm of practice per capita totals adjusted by spatial satisfaction metrics

(7+6.05) /2 = 6.5 sqm

Step 4: Determining estimated spatial reductions
Avg. sqm of practice per capita x

proportion of estimated residents

Avg. sqm of practice per capita totals adjusted by spatial satisfaction metrics x proportion

10.5 x 27 = 283.5 sqm
6.5 x 27 = 175.5 sqm

of estimated residents
Find difference between totals from Step 5 and Step 6 to determine total amount of space

283.5 – 175.5 = 108 sqm

that can be reduced

Based on the data collected and the calculations conducted in Table 4, the 8 percent of the building’s
tenants could reduce their kitchens by 4.25 sqm each resulting in a net reduction of 108 sqm across 27 kitchens.
This reduction would maintain the average spatial satisfaction per capita value derived from the user’s spatial
satisfactions score of 6.5 sqm which is derived in Step 3.
Table 5: Spatial Reduction Scenario: Less, Sharing Type: Friends/Family, Practice: Cooking
Description

Calculations

Step 1: Scaling up data
(no. users / sample size) % / estimated residents =

(2/24) = 8% x 328 = 27

proportion of estimated residents that have higher space satisfaction but unwilling to share

residents

Step 2: Determining no. of new space
No. of total residents x avg. number of people involved = No. of new spaces

27 / 3 = 9 kitchens

Step 3 Current spatial data vs satisfaction score
Avg. sqm of practice per capita (room sqm / people involved in activity) / total users

(7+11) / 2 = 9sqm

Avg. sqm of practice per capita totals adjusted by spatial satisfaction metrics

(4.9+7.7) /2 = 6.3 sqm
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Step 4: Determining estimated spatial reductions
Avg. sqm of practice per capita x

proportion of estimated residents

Avg. sqm of practice per capita totals adjusted by spatial satisfaction metrics x proportion

9 x 27 = 243 sqm
6.3 x 27 = 170.1 sqm

of estimated residents
Find difference between totals from Step 5 and Step 6 to determine total amount of space

243 – 170.1 = ~73 sqm

that can be reduced

Table 5 outlines the same process taken for Only Me sharing type analysis. Adapting the calculations
made off the sample data and scaling up to a proportion of total estimated residents, there are 27 residents within
the building where they have slightly to more than enough space necessary for the practice of cooking while
expressing a willingness to share with friends and family. Based on the average number of people that these
residents stated they are willing to share with and including themselves, there could be approximately six
kitchens reproportioned so that three people within each sharing constellation can use them.

These residents currently use about 9 sqm per capita of kitchen space to facilitate their practice but on
average can be reduced to 6.25 sqm based on adjusted sqm per capita by averaging spatial satisfaction reductions
indicated by their high spatial satisfaction score. 6.25 sqm per capita indicates the base value that the new spaces
cannot fall under. Taking 6.25 sqm as the base value per capita multiplied by the proportion of estimated
residents gives us a sum of 170.1 sqm, when divided by the number of kitchens needed, results in kitchen sizes
equalling 18.9 sqm. Take this value and divide by the average number of users per kitchen (18.9/3 = 6.3 sqm) to
see that the square meter allotment for the new kitchens equates to the estimated spatial satisfaction total.

On average the estimated total amount of space dedicated to this practice totals at 243 sqm for this
resident group. Finding the difference between this total and the new sum determined by spatial satisfaction,
results in the potential reduction of of approximately 73 sqm as seen in Step 4 of Table 5.

This user group will require special consideration in any reallocation or densification of the existing
building because the space they are willing to redistribute is specified only for friends and family, therefore they
will have to be able to bring in new residents that they can share in this practice and newly designed space withimpacting what the governance structure of this apartment block.

4.2.2

Flexible
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Within this practice analysis set there are two data points that fall within the flexible region of the spatial
reduction framework. As user’s who are generally dissatisfied with their current space and have indicated no
desire to share in this practice outside of their household voids the approach used in less and in the following
shared analysis. This is because the users have no potential for spatial reduction based on high levels of spatial
satisfaction nor can their practices be joined with others within their urban block to offset current floor area. As
discussed in the methodology, one approach for spatial reduction exists in examining these user’s total practices
across their entire dwelling and cross referencing if there are rooms that have high levels of spatial satisfaction
where multiples practices could be conducted. This hybridisation of rooms would rely on time utilisation data of
the household to ensure that activities that are placed in a hybrid space do not overlap with one another.
However, as the users who fall in this reduction scenario have small and incomplete data sets for this
type of analysis. Any conclusion on potential hybridisation of their spaces for sqm reduction cannot be made
without extreme assumptions being implied and therefore remain inconclusive.

4.2.3

Shared
The hypothesis with users in this area is that reductions can be made by redistributing the floor area

dedicated to a private practice to a more shared semi-public space that can be accessed by the larger range of
residents.

There are four data points that are found within this sector with four falling under the sharing type
Neighbours and Anyone. Spatial satisfaction here is used to help determine what is the baseline value for sqm
per capita that would be needed to create a larger shared space for more users, including those who ranked their
current space as “0” – the perfect size for the activity.
Table 6: Spatial Reduction Scenario: Shared / Sharing Type: Neighbours, Anyone / Practice: Cooking
Description

Calculations

Step 1: Scaling up data
(no. users / sample size) % / estimated residents =

(4/24) x 328 = ~ 55

proportion of estimated residents that have higher space satisfaction but unwilling to share

residents

Step 2: Determining sqms of new space
No. of total residents x avg. number of people involved = No. of new spaces

(4+2) = 6 x 3 + (4+3) = 7 /
4 = ~ 6 residents
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Step 3 Current spatial data vs satisfaction score
Avg. sqm of practice per capita (room sqm / people involved in activity) / total users

(4.5+4.5+3+5.5) / 4 = 4.37
sqm

Avg. sqm of practice per capita totals adjusted by spatial satisfaction metrics

(4.5+3.15+2.55+5.5)) / 4 =
3.92 sqm

Step 4: Determining estimated spatial reductions
Avg. sqm of practice per capita x

proportion of estimated residents

Avg. sqm of practice per capita totals adjusted by spatial satisfaction metrics x proportion

4.37 x 55 = 240.35 sqm
3.92 x 55 = 215.6 sqm

of estimated residents
Find difference between totals from Step 5 and Step 6 to determine total amount of space

240.35 – 215.6 = 24.75

that can be reduced

sqm

This group, despite their desire to share in more public dynamic, already exhibit lower sqm per capita per
practice within their current practice of cooking. On average their current sqm capita sits at 4.37 sqm, with the
average adjustment for spatial satisfaction totalling at 3.92 sqm. There will be marginal spatial reduction made
through their desire to share in their practice with other Neighbours/Anyone, albeit a small reduction due to the
in fractional difference between their current average of sqm per capita per practice versus the average adjusted
for spatial satisfaction.

This data points to the redesign of six new shared kitchens each with a floor area equalling 23.95 sqm. This
would allow for functional use by six residents each maintaining a spatial footprint of 3.99 sqm each, staying
within margin of the estimated spatial satisfaction score found in Step 3.

4.3

Densification Possibilities
If the sum of all the reduction possibilities is taken for the scenarios above, it can be determined that the

residents who are represented by the percentage of user’s whose data falls inside the Less spatial reduction
scenario offer the largest amount of sqms for spatial redistribution. The proportion of residents who have
indicated their spaces were slightly to exceedingly adequate in size for their practice performed this practice
alone. The difference between their average sqm per capita for cooking and their adjusted sqm per capita by
spatial satisfaction was the largest equating at 4.25 sqm
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The difference between the average sqm per capita for cooking only decreases from this point on. With
the proportion of residents within the less reduction scenario but only selected sharing preference with Friends /
Family having a difference of 2.75 sqm between current and projected spatial estimates.

The proportion of residents that expressed high interest in sharing in a more public setting by selecting
Anyone/ Neighbours, have the smallest impact in Shared spatial reductions as their difference between current
sqm per capita for cooking and adjusted based on spatial satisfaction is 0.45 sqm. As pointed out this smaller
reduction difference is based on the fact that these residents are already sharing this practice with two to three
other residents of their households.

The sum of spatial reductions from the spatial reduction scenarios results from 113.19sqm from Less (108
, Only Me + 73 , Friends / Family) + N/A Flexible + 24.75 from Shared (Anyone/ Neighbours). Totalling for
205.75 sqm for potential redistribution within the building for densification. When applied to the three speculative
sufficiency targets framed by the architectural solution this results in a potential densification on three scales.
Table 7: Densification Possibilities from Spatial Reduction Analysis

Sufficiency

Densification Possible

Targets

Impact on Building’s Sqm / Capita
*41.3 sqm = 13,572 sqm/ 328 est. residents

20 sqm

~ 10 new residents = 205.75 / 20

40.1 sqm = 13,572 / (328 + 10)

30 sqm

~ 7 new residents = 205.75 / 30

40.5 sqm = 13,572 / (328 + 7)

35 sqm

~ 6 new residents = 205.75 / 35

40.6 sqm = 13,572 / (328 + 6)

Note: *41.3 sqm is the current average sqm per capita shared among the estimated amount of residents residing at Appleby Plads.

Table 7 shows the varying impact that the initial spatial reduction analysis can have on allocating new
residents sufficient sized living spaces. One practice analysis can push down the overall buildings sqm per capita
by a range 0.40 to 1 sqm given that the proportion of residents that fall within each spatial reduction scenario
remains constant – however a larger segment of residential practice data could result in different spatial
reduction or sharing totals.
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4.4

Interdependency Mapping
Mapping practices gives the data a visual ecosystem where many elements of their practices and

preferences can be incorporated into a more holistic analysis. To visualise the potential for interdependency
within the practice analysis of cooking, all 16 practice logs were mapped using the social practice network
literature as a reference for charting the interconnected elements between the users.

Mapping out the ecosystems of practices and the elements that are attached to them starts by organising
the practices with the most public and dense practices in the centre of the map with the sharing preferences
becoming more private with smaller group sizes as the map extends outwards. The users who have indicated a
higher degree of sharing are found within the centre of the map as users who view cooking as a more private
activity cascade towards the outer parts of the network.

Figure 24: Practice Network Mapping. Cooking

Note: Figure 26 builds off novel attempts to visualize practice networks and ecosystems that are associated with practices. The practice
nodes are combined with the user’s spatial satisfaction score, their sharing preferences, and the group size they selected for the practice.
Sharing preferences are noted as: A = Anyone, N= Neighbours, FF= Friends/Family, HH= Household, Me= Only Me
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Each practice node has a few corresponding practice elements attached to it for analysis, including the
spatial satisfaction score, the sharing type, and the number of square meters of the room where the practice is
being practiced. When charting the practices out within the initial network, the assumption can be made from the
corresponding practice elements for investigating interdependency within this practice relates directly to the
sharing type that the user has selected. On this initial analysis, a practice network emerges between those who
explicitly state that they have an interest in sharing this practice in a more public capacity.
However, when overlaying the practice nodes with user’s motivations and concerns in sharing this
practice, a deeper interdependency network starts to identify itself. As seen in Figure 25, by adding the sharing
motivations and concerns on top of quantitative elements allows for a more personal insight into quality-of-life
indicators. These more nuanced data points are intriguing for the design process in addition to matching
individuals or groups together for more intentional togetherness purposes.

Figure 25: Practice Network Mapping for Interdependency, Cooking

Note: Figure 25 imposes the user’s motivations and concerns for sharing in this practice alongside the previous practice elements in an
attempt to see what other factors could be used to create “intentional togetherness” between residents – seeking to catalyze the latent
interdependency.
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Practice nodes that fall within the most public sharing practices and largest group sizes identify that their
motivation for wanting to share in cooking with Neighbours / Anyone is driven primarily by desires to lower
costs of the practice with desire to engage in social interaction and convenience being the second and third most
common selection for this sharing group.

Users who only desire to share with three to five people and specified only with Friends / Family or
Household selected greater social interaction and having extra help as reasons why they would be motivated to
share in this activity with their preferred sharing type.

The practice nodes that fall on the outside of the map are those users who have no desire to share in this
practice with others and therefore were asked to catalogue their concerns regarding sharing this practice – with
concerns about cleanliness and potential conflicts being selected. Adding this extra practice element elevates the
ability to create new network connections between different users who may have not been connected in the first
analysis. By looking at what motivates, and concerns individuals have in sharing their practices, this network
gets closer to uncovering what the potential for intentional togetherness can be cultivated with the existing
residents.

Figure 25 shows two groupings of residents based on their sharing preferences, practice group sizes, and
motivations. The larger grouping places five of these practices together based on their motivations to engage
“saving resources” regarding the practice. While one of the user’s only qualifies that they would be opened to
sharing with Friends/Family, there could be potential in following up with this user and seeing if their motivation
in saving resources outweighs their limitation on their sharing preference for this activity. The smaller grouping
follows the same network pattern, grouping together the subset of user’s who are motivated by saving resources.
With a larger and more complete data set, more motivations and concerns can be imposed on a user’s spatial
profile within a practice network analysis to determine where interdepency can be accentuated by a change in the
architectural composition of the building.

This practice mapping can help see which users are on the cusp of interdependency and sets the stage for
how qualitative workshops and other participatory dialogue tools could encourage or assess ways to reduce floor
area per capita. Designers and architects can identify what are the largest concerns or motivations that can nudge
people to share to reduce private floor area when looking to engage in deep retrofits of existing buildings.
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4.5

Scaling up Analysis to all Practices
As the preceding analysis views the data through a the methodologies proposed spatial reduction framework

and scenario planning, this brief section will highlight an amended version of the original approach that will be
favoured by the architects for the speculative spatial renovation of Appleby Plads as it lends its analysis to a
more spatial approximation for reductions taken across all practices and for each room, rather than a singular
investigation of each one. This analysis only examines less and shared based on incomplete data to conduct a
similar analysis for flexible.

Table 7 shows all practices with the sum of the room sqms where the practices are occurring, the sum of
that room sqm adjusted by the spatial satisfaction, and the sum of the people that were involved. Applying the
same approach in using the difference between the Sum of Room SQM for that logged room versus the
estimation for the Sum of Room SQM adjusted by the average spatial satisfaction shows that there is a
possibility in reducing all practices across all apartments by a total of 5.19 percent of the building’s liveable sqm
total.
Table 8: Space Satisfaction Reduction Potential (Less), All practices
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Below in Table 8, takes estimated spatial reduction percentage between the practices logged and
applies it to the entire livable floor area of the building, resulting in an estimated 704.60 sqm that could
be reduced through a scaled up less analysis. The densification possibilities based off this reduction
potential show a larger impact potential in pushing Appleby Plads into the sufficiency corridor.
Table 9: Densification from Less Spatial Reduction Scenario, all qualifying practices
Spatial Satisfaction Reduction Percentage

5.19%

Total Internal Floor Area

13572

Total SQM Reduction Potential

Densification Potential

704.6016332
Number of Additional
People

Avg. Floor Area Per Capita

20sqm

35

37.86

30sqm

23

39.12

35sqm

20

39.50

Table 9 apples the same scaled up analysis for all practice but for sharing potential for all users across
all practices and outlines (Appendix F) 7.13 percent of floor area could be reduced and reallocated based on the
ability to group practices between users.
Table 10: Densification from Shared Spatial Reduction Scenario, all qualifying practices
Spatial Satisfaction Reduction Percentage

7.13%

Total Internal Floor Area

13572

Total SQM Reduction Potential

967.57

Densification Potential

Number of Additional
People

Avg. Floor Area Per Capita

20sqm

48

36.53

30sqm

32

38.17

35sqm

28

38.66

When taking the sum of Total SQM reduction Potential from both reduction scenarios from Table 8 and
Table 9 there is a potential for an estimated reduction and reallocation of 12.32 percent of the total liveable sqm
of the building. Table 10 outlines the combined estimations and initial calculations point that if the reallocation
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of the 1672.17 sqm taken from both less and shared reduction scenarios across all qualifying practices results in
a downscaling the average floor area per capita of Appleby Plads residents either within or just outside the target
of 30sqm. This data illuminates that there is path towards the sufficiency corridor and an ability to avoid the new
development of housing by a range of 47-83 new occupants.
Table 11: Densification from Shared and Less Spatial Reduction Scenario, all qualifying practices
Spatial Satisfaction Reduction Percentage Total
Total Internal Floor Area
Total SQM Reduction Potential

Densification Potential

12.32%
13572
1672.17
Number of Additional
People

Avg. Floor Area Per Capita

20sqm

83

29.18

30sqm

55

31.05

35sqm

47

31.63

5

Discussion
The preceding methodology and analysis allow for researchers and designers to create a data driven

framework for understanding current spatial preferences within an existing residential group. This form of a
social practice methodology will be critical in understanding how to utilize the existing building stock as a
resource to address the problems posed by urban population growth, housing demand, and resource consumption
for new housing development.

This chapter will reflect on the methodology and the data analysis presented with the theoretical
literature to examine if the methodology itself can operate as a niche innovation needed to move the building
industry towards models of sufficient dwelling practices and what is needed to boost the saliency of this
approach.

The discussion will move into framing decoupling as the main aspect of systems change that is promoted
through this investigation. Decoupling is examined here on an industry scale as viewing the existing building
stock as a circular resource for growing urban populations and this type of circular assets management is placed
within the CE literature to gauge where it’s strengths and weaknesses lay within the methodology proposed here.
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Building off ideas of industry wide decoupling, decoupling spatial consumption and social well-being
provides an opportunity to discuss the emergence of interdependency as the undercurrent behind breaking the
consumption patterns behind floor area and well-being. This examination of existing residents can begin to
aggregate trends in demographics where sufficiency informed designs can be supported through the orientation
towards renovations and building retrofits within Denmark and the European Union.

5.1

“Make Room” as a Tool for a Sociotechnical Transition
The data has indicated that a social practice-based analysis of a multitenant building illuminates the

opportunities for the reconfiguration of residents based on sharing preferences and spatial redistribution based on
perceived spatial satisfaction. While the analysis presented is mainly a deep examination of one isolated practice
to unfold an initial methodological approach, a scaled-up analysis of all practices within the less and shared
reduction scenarios illustrates that, from a purely quantitative calculation, there is potential to move the residents
of this building into the sufficiency corridor. Excitingly, a path towards estimating and designing for sufficient
urban living has been prototyped and is ready for the next round of testing.

While the beta analysis looks promising in incrementally moving the current residents and future
residents of Appleby Plads within an estimated sufficiency corridor, the question remains if this methodology
has the potential to push the sociotechnical system towards sufficient urban living models and operate as a niche
innovation within the building industry. While this level of analysis was not investigated within the scope of
establishing this methodology, it can be assessed from the STS literature that the dominant regime, one that is
focused on maintaining current spatial norms, would challenge this methodology or attempt to co-opt the
innovation. This co-option scenario could be that this methodology is used in building smaller more sufficient
new developments rather densifying existing buildings through transformation or renovation projects. While the
environmental difference between these two scenarios is unknown, the production of new buildings does not
decouple the industry from its resource intensive development process.

The MR platform and its epistemological foundation can be painted as a niche innovation as it advocates
for new modes of living that differ radically from the dominant system and from the current spatial layout of the
existing building. However, what remains to be tested and analysed is if this new mode of sufficiency-based
living can gain a foothold within the market and with the STS’s varying actor network. This niche innovation
would require committed actors to act as “systems builders” to subvert any aggressive co-option of the
methodology and to ensure the uptake of the innovation throughout the sociotechnical system. Ensuring that
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residential dwellings fall within the sufficiency corridor would require the network of interests across industry
practitioners that would negotiate the terms and conditions of building renovations with sufficiency in mind.

This methodology elevates a new type of innovation within the industry that differs from current
innovations which primarily focus on building materials or energy efficiency but maintains a focus on the user
and understanding human behaviour as it relates to spatial consumption. The actors that could provide the
developmental or protective space for this methodology could be environmental or sustainability engineers as
this methodology is primarily based on the urgency to reduce sqm per capita as it relates to research on resource
and energy consumption. Additionally, there remains potential for regulations regarding minimum or maximum
dwelling sizes to be adjusted to fit within the sufficiency recommendations made by the EEB.

Regulations and policies regarding sufficiency and operationalising the existing and underutilised
building stock to address growing urban populations can be used as an interim strategy to avoid carbon
emissions and resource depletion by EU states. If regulatory bodies find the efficacy in this strategy, MR’s
approach to understanding existing residents’ thresholds of spatial satisfaction and willingness to engage in
interdependency can be a tool for architects, developers, and city planners to move forward with a more humancentred approach to sufficiency that seeks to balance social well-being and basic needs.
The next step in evaluating MR’s viability as a niche innovation would be engaging others within the
stakeholder network, gauging the value and insight this tool has in relation to societal and business support. This
would be continuing to test this methodology with more qualitative metrics to see if user support exists or
contracts with newly designed concepts for living. Incremental preferences with downscaling private space while
increasing shared and interdependent spaces can also be assessed through more qualitative measures – which
will be key for any designer or architect to create a cohesive unity between proposed designs and the users that
facilitate their needs and well-being within in them. Presenting this data to financial actors such as large
residential developers or innovative architecture firms would also be necessary as, without regulatory nudging,
they will be the main actors that can provide these new models of living to the general public.

The undercurrent of sociotechnical change, as made apparent through STS literature and social practice
theory is, “it is the citizens who need to modify their purchase decisions, practices, and beliefs, cultural
conventions, and skills” to really advance STS transition” (Geels et al, 2017, p.5). This methodology shows there
are margins to reduce and redistribute floor area based on people’s willingness to live with less or to participate
in interdependency. Further research needed to evaluate its impact on social well-being and maintaining or
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exceeding an equitable and just space. This will be a challenge in the developed world, as it requires to live with
less, yet we now that there is diminishing point of well-being past a certain point of resource consumption:
determining where this is with floor area remains indeterminant. Identifying this opportunity marks the first step
in elevating this niche innovation towards shifting the industry’s building patterns. Additionally, this presents an
opening for further research in determining when do residents begin to see diminishing returns on social wellbeing regarding floor area.

As the climate crisis continues to intensify, policy makers will have to address the urgency regarding
the converging dilemmas of extractive resource consumption and growing population’s demand for provisioning
systems, specifically housing. This tool provides a blueprint for considering the social foundation as outlined by
Kate Raworth while using environmental science and planetary boundary literature to determine the absolute
limits this industry can place on the Earth’s ecological limits.

5.2

Space as Resource as a Decoupling Tactic
The overall impact for sociotechnical change hinges on the ability for the building industry to decouple

itself from its current practice of building big and engaging in new development – regardless of the
improvements made in energy efficiency or building material choices. The current energy towards accelerating
the renovation wave within the European Union represents the potential to pair building renovation with a
sufficiency-oriented densification strategy. If this methodology is advanced in its development, there is window
to capitalise on densifying existing buildings while simultaneously broadening interdependency between existing
residents – effectively attempting to slow and narrow the resource loops involved in residential development.

From a strategic sense, housing remains the provisioning system for intervention due to its outsized
consumption of resources for development and energy use during the buildings life span – finding areas for
decoupling remains paramount.

The analysis presented two potential ways for structuring the data to promote the idea that space within
this existing structure can be redistributed based on data surveyed. First and foremost, this can loosen the firm
grip on needing to build more to meet the housing needs of the future. The potential that optimising the existing
building mass has regarding CE theory will require stakeholder engagement “and will rely heavily on deliberate
design incentive structures” (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017, p.763).. A larger stakeholder ecosystem of connected and
adjacent private businesses will need to be orchestrated as CE literature has indicated that, “private business will
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play a central role among relevant stakeholders because it commands more capabilities and resources than any
actors” Geissdoerfer et al., 2017, p.763).

The economic changes that will be associated with the shift in the market that this methodology
promotes must also be evaluated further. There will be shocks to the current value chain if new development for
housing is subverted by the sufficiency based- densification that is presented in the analysis. As the EEB states
in their policy recommendations for sufficiency-based building policies, vital resources and emissions will be
saved regarding biodiversity, land conversion, and the use of cement and steel. Thus, industries that rely on
resource extraction and the engagement of new construction will face challenges if the industry embraces this
sociotechnical shift. Additionally, an understanding of what type of economic growth this methodology
promotes needs to be evaluated if the industry reorients itself when envisioning space as resource. Based on this
initial experiment, a scaled-up implementation of this novel methodology will require the expertise of architects,
strategic designers, residential developers, social sustainability experts, environmental engineers, municipalities,
and data scientists.

The CE literature surveyed outlines that while commercial actors can help catapult the success of CE
innovations, its largest weakness is that the social dimensions of the innovation are left out of the approach.
MR’s approach addresses this concern as its sufficiency-based densification proposal centres around the existing
needs and perceptions of residents. Using a social practice methodology promotes building retrofits and
renovations through a human-centred lens.

The LCA findings used to establish a proxy estimation for the ecological ceiling regarding floor area per
capita were vital in determining future design targets. However, an adapted LCA that examines floor area
reductions for multi-tenant renovations can help guide policy and designers towards a more accurate number.
This engagement of the scientific and engineering community can reveal the overall benefits that engaging the
existing building mass for densification can have in carbon emission avoided and the impact on a country’s
ability to move towards decarbonisation.

5.3

Challenging Spatial Norms
A main hypothesis of this experiment is if dwelling spatial norms be challenged and reduced through spatial

redistribution mechanisms powered through a user’s preference for communal interdependency.
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Through the practice analysis of cooking conducted through the spatial reduction framework, the
methodology points towards a segment of the building’s residents as people who have indicated their desires to
live in more intentional forms of togetherness – for reasons that span for heightened social interaction to sharing
financial costs around practices. This isolated analysis paired with spatial reduction estimates taken from
residents who expressed they possessed more than enough space for their practice yielded enough square meters
that could be hypothetically redistributed to densify the building by six to ten new residents - based on the
sufficiency targets of 25, 30, and 35 sqm per person.

While this initial analysis begins to paint a picture of how alternative dwelling models could be
structured around shared practices between residents, it does not provide concrete findings on how to understand
or break the connection between consumption of large floor areas and well-being. This element of behaviour
change will require more investigation as there remains a segment of this data sample that occupy dwellings with
large floor areas and have indicated no desire to share in their practices to offset their spatial footprint. While the
digital platform was able to give a range of quantitative values regarding square meters and practices, the lack of
qualitative follow up with the residents prevented gaining a deeper understanding of why some of individualistic
spatial patterns that appeared in the data exist.

Residents who prefer to do practices alone are the population primed for the largest reduction and
reallocation of space. This finding was underscored within the cooking practice analysis of Less with the Only
Me sharing type, and the data points to this again in Figure 26 where a trend line shows that the spatial
reallocation that yields the most space for reallocation is when sharing preferences increase from one person
sharing in that activity with two people. Challenging residents to share in practices and the spaces attached to
them could be mediated with community engagement tactics in uncovering where and for what practices
residents would be willing to increase their sharing preferences.
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Figure 26: Shared Space Efficiency Curves

Note: Figure 26 plots all 117 practices and the number of people involved in that activity against the sqm per capita value. The spatial
efficiency curve shows the sqm per capita decreases the most when a practice goes from 1 person involved to 2 people involved, with
smaller returns beyond that point. Illustrating that sharing in an activity with one other person, is significant in reducing one’s own
spatial footprint by practice by ~ 5 sqms.

The literature presented that to decouple affluence from one’s ability to achieve well-being will have to
be undertaken in small collectives or requires top-down intervention. The data collected points towards the
potential in reorienting resident’s perception on how much space is enough by engaging those who have
expressed interest in participating in sharing as they see its ability to improve their quality of life. While there is
a high degree of residents who note the benefits of sharing due to its impact on their social well-being, there was
limited selection for sharing on the basis that it can limit their environmental impact. This shows that there is
room to expand consumer knowledge on the environmental impacts that demand for large housing has on the
planet. As consumer knowledge increases or as alternative and more sufficiency oriented dwelling models enter
the market, consumer preferences could begin to align with the environmental concern that drives this
investigation.
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Figure 27: User’s Motivations and Concerns in Sharing by Practice

The practice network interdependency mapping analysis shows the small collective clusters for
intentional togetherness exist within the building already. These residents are living between what was described
as living togetherness and thrown togetherness. The current residents could be seen as living in a state of thrown
and living togetherness, since the building is a rental building and is not organised in any specific living
arrangement, yet the current layout of the building, its physical architecture make connection more difficult as
the dwellings promote. Yet, the active motivations expressed in the singular practice mapping and in Figure 24
show that there is expressed interest in wanting to be in close proximity to others but also “taking on
responsibility and providing useful resources” (Natale et al, 2016, p.51). These are qualities associated with the
emotional well-being attributes of conviviality and reciprocity.

Continuing to challenge spatial norms and the practices we associate with them will require a social
practice approach to understand the residential usage patterns within homes. This approach in understanding
where the boundaries are between shared living and private space will assist the building industry in any attempt
to move this novel methodology into practice while centring the needs and desires of the existing users.

A word of caution must be noted in closing the chapter on the potential for interdependency as a social
and behavioural mechanism for floor area redistribution. This type of togetherness is formed over time and the
red flags of counterfeit spaces that lack “self-organization” or are not “united by long-term need or shared
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interests, but rather a lack of alternative housing” (Jarvis, 2019, p.260 ) can be viewed as another way the
dominant STS regime can co-opt a key aspect needed to make redistribution effective on a human-to-human
level.

6

Conclusion.
The conclusion of the body of research underscores one overarching finding: prototyping a niche

innovation for sociotechnical transition will require a cross disciplinary team. This body of research would not
be as encompassing, strategically focused, and detailed without the collaboration from my thesis and research
collaborators, Matthew Burnett and Iddo Goren, enrolled at the Royal Danish Academy.

The research question of this investigation remains speculative and contingent on industry and policy
gatekeepers to streamline or incrementally phase out the mindset of needing to engage in new development to
meet the housing demands of future urban populations. The densification of the existing building mass needs to
be scaled up from the test site example to wider portions of Copenhagen. A comparative analysis between
population projections, household types, and floor area prime for densification would help determine the
feasibility of this approach but an understanding of the baseline of sqms needed for varying demographics could
begin to be understood through the social practice methodology implemented within this research.

In retrospect, challenging spatial norms will require a more qualitative and speculative design focused
approach, where residents can be shown other types of living that are tailored to their practices and spatial
preferences. Yet the quantitative data collected does paint the potential for spatial redistribution powered through
small segments of the data sample’s desire to engage in interdependency on a practice-level basis – which is key
in promoting the existing building mass as an untapped resource for future housing needs while boosting quality
of life for its current inhabitants.

Theoretically, the agency that decoupling the building industry from new development by envisioning
the existing building stock has extreme potential and is supported by policy actors such as the EEB as well.
However, the idea of decoupling the need for new development must also be paired with the need framed by the
ecological necessity of the industry needing to revolutionise itself to alleviate its damaging ecological footprint.

There remains immense promise from this initial prototype. Especially regarding this methodology
being used by industry stakeholders to push the building industry towards a systems reorientation for sufficiency
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based urban living. This niche innovation has the potential to energise a large segment of the STS actor network
but remains to be tested within certain industry contexts.

The ethos of Make Room draws inspiration from the phenomenal research that is emerging from the
concept of sufficiency and practice-based design - as they both are strategically tied to ideas of system change,
decarbonisation, human well-being, and behaviour change. The call to unfold a solution to a largely complex
challenge is driven by wanting to exist and create in that sufficient and just corridor – and is becoming more
clear as more research is built around it.

7

Perspective
The novel methodology derived within this collaborative thesis between CBS and KADK students if

best conceptualized as a prototype that can find value in many different forms across the industry’s
sociotechnical actors. While this project approach was framed with architects being the main facilitator of this
data, the MR platform in addition to the data it yields can provide value for the residents themselves, policy
actors, and residential developers.

The MR tool and its implementation approach can continue to be tested across differing multitenant
buildings within Copenhagen or in different cultural and economic contexts. This could start to aggregate data
on sharing preferences and spatial preferences across geographical contexts illuminating the differing social and
cultural norms that need to be challenged or readapted through context specific design solutions. Speculative
design and concepts such as the Living Lab provide frameworks for testing the architectural solutions that this
data can point to see at what increments residents will adopt smaller private spaces for larger shared spaces.
These approaches can provide qualitative feedback loops regarding quality of life and needs that are met through
a personal dwelling, expanding that area of research.

What this data points to will be valuable knowledge for architects and urban developers in addition to
the municipalities and policy makers who will looking ahead to projected growth within their urban populations.
The industry potential of this methodology benefits both those who hold the carrot and those who brandish the
stick.
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Designers, architects, and commercial developers can finesse and package what new types of sufficient
based living entails, looks, and feels like – potentially pushing and building inertia around market preferences for
these types of sufficient urban living spaces. While the municipality and global regulatory policy makers can
look to this research as a way to restrict new development as it pertains to resource extraction, biodiversity loss,
and land change. However, these actors can also encourage this reorientation towards housing and the built
environment through federal funding and grants that promote renovation and densifying through retrofits –
mirroring their current endeavors with the EU Renovation Wave.

A continuation of this research will require strengthening aspects of its data collection in regard to
qualitative feedback and user engagement, however MR’s ability to collect and calculate spatial insights by
practice for users is extremely exciting development and led to the beta version estimates in spatial reallocation
and densification. Start-up support would ultimately be needed to structure a more dynamic digital platform
where software developers can be added to within the project’s multidisciplinary approach.
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9.2

Appendix B: Make Room Platform

B1: GDPR Statement
Privacy Policy
Consent to the processing of personal data
Make.Room ,a joint master thesis, being conducted between Copenhagen Business School and The Royal Danish
Academy is a project that aims to develop an interdependent dwelling model to enable sufficient urban living
with the context of the current environmental crisis.
All user data and responses will be de-identified for the purposes of any public communication.
I hereby consent to the processing of my data concerning me in connection with the masters degree programme
between Copenhagen Business School (CBS) and The Royal Danish Academy (KADK). My personal data will be
used in the aforementioned Master’s thesis.
My checking the box I give my consent for:
• The processing of my data in this Master’s thesis.
• My data to be disclosed for scope of the Master’s thesis projects. The students have shared responsibility for
the data.
• My data may be disclosed to Copenhagen Business School and The Royal Danish Academy and to any
external co-examiner in connection with supervision and assessment.
• My data may be published in anonymous form in connection with the publication of the project or Master’s
thesis.
The consent may be withdrawn at any time with future effect. Consent can be withdrawn via this
email address:
Information to the data subject
In accordance with the rules in the General Data Protection Regulation, as data controller the student must
inform the data subjects of their rights in conjunction with the processing of the data. The student registers and
processes personal data under the authority of Article 6(1) a) of the General Data Protection Regulation.
Sensitive data such as health data or data concerning racial or ethnic origin, political, religious or philosophical
beliefs or trade-union membership is registered and processed under the authority of Article 9(2) a) of the
General Data Protection Regulation. Both articles of the Regulation give access to process data with the explicit
content of the data subject.
Processing and storage
The student will treat the personal data as confidential. The data will be stored until the
assignment/project/Master’s thesis has been assessed and the deadline for complaints concerning the
assessment has expired.
Disclosure of data
The data will not be disclosed to any other party unless consent has been given.
Data access
Data subjects may contact the student at any time in order to obtain a copy of the data.
Rectification of data
If the data subject believes that incorrect data has been registered, the student can be asked to rectify the
information. This means that the student must rectify the data or make a note that the data is incorrect and
register the correct data. The data subject may require the student to disregard the data until it has been
determined which data is correct.
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Revocation of consent and erasure of data
If the student has obtained the consent of the data subject to process the data, the data subject may revoke this
consent at any time. The student may therefore not continue to process the data after the consent has been
withdrawn.
The data subject has the right to the erasure of data which the student has registered concerning the data subject
in question, if the data is no longer necessary for the purpose for which it was collected. The data must also be
erased if the data subject withdraws consent to the processing, or if the data has been processed unlawfully by
mistake. The data subject may not require the erasure of data that has been archived in accordance with the
Danish Archives Act in Aarhus University’s archive system.
Complaints to the Danish Data Protection Agency
Data subjects may lodge complaints about the processing of the data to the Danish Data Protection Agency
at: dt@datatilsynet.dk.

Record of the processing of processing activities
1. Data controller:
Andre Sanchez Montoya: ansa19ae@student.cbs.dk
Matthew Rees Burnett: mabu1940@edu.kglakademi.dk
Iddo Goren: idgo1987@edu.kglakademi.dk

2. Purpose of the processing of personal data
• User’s data will remain confidential to the research team. A combination of the user’s baseline
demographic and household information with their shared activities and their willingness to share in
those activities will help the design team construct a speculative design solution aim at reducing the
total spatial footprint of the average city dweller while maintaining a high quality of well-being for
the user.
3. Categories of persons whose data is included in the assignment/project/Master’s thesis
• Residents of Applybys Plads 9-32 Copenhagen, Denmark.
4. Categories of personal data
• Address, Age Range, Household Type, Household Size, Number of Children, Children’s Age
Range, Household Practices, Perceptions on the Sharing Economy
5. Categories of recipients of personal data
• The project will be reviewed by external supervisors and censors from both CBS and KADK
6. Date of erasure of personal data
• There is no current timeline for the erasure of personal data volunteered for this research
study.
7. For secure storage, the following (or another) program will be used
• User data will be stored on the platform’s data collection platform Firebase and on Microsoft
OneDrive.
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B2: MR’s User Interface and Experience (embedded mp.4 file)
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9.3

Appendix: C: Make Room Backend and Data Collection

C1: Practice Data (Practice: Cooking)

C2: Demographic (Practice: Cooking)
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C3: Spatial Data (Practice: Cooking)

C4: Interdependency (Practice: Cooking)
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9.4

Appendix D: Community Outreach Materials

Row 1

Row 1 shows three images, with the first being a MR’s community outreach flyer that were hung in entry
corridors of Appleby Plads. The second image in Row 1 is the mail-drop poster complete with simplified prompt
and QR code access to the MR platform. The last image on the right is a cropped image of a MR’s digital
outreach via Facebook for an Appleby Plads residential group.

Row 2

Row 2 shows images of installing the posters in the entry ways and photos from the community barbeque held to
share more about this project’s research and to answer questions from the residents.
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9.5

Appendix E: Interview List

Appendix E is a list of the 17 interviews conducted outlined in the following order:
Interviewee’s Name
Title, Organization
- STS Actor Network Connections (Figure 20: Industry Interview Map)
- Supporting Insights

Bierwirth, Anja
Head of Research Unit Urban Transitions, Wuppertal Institute
- Industry, Science, Policy
- Urban change researcher focused on energy, transport, and climate policy.
Çetin, Sultan
Circular Housing Asset Renovation & Management PhD, TU Delft
Industry, Science
- Actor within architecture and as a circular economy researcher
Damsgaard, Jean-Paul
Building Management, Appleby Plads
- Users
- Provided insights into residential turnover rates and building vacancies.
Grave, Anne
Advisor & Client Relations, Henning Larsen A/S
- Industry, Users
- Anthropologist embedded in a architecture firm
Heide, Mia
PhD, NIRAS
- Industry, Science
- Civil engineer
Jakubiak Andersen, Niels
Founder, Næste
- Industry, Culture, Users
- Architect and innovator
Jens, Krister
Industrial PhD, Henning Larsen A/S, Danish Technical University
- Industry, Science, Technology, Users
- Data driven research and design
Krogh Ohms, Pernille
Quantitative Assessment Division, Danish Technical University
- Industry, Science
- Architectural Engineer
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Nøddegaard Hansen, Rasmus
PhD, BUILD Aalborg
- Industry, Science
- Architectural engineer
Forero Bordamalo, Camila
Social Sustainability Specialist, Ramboll Consulting
- Industry, Science, Technology
- Social sustainability specialist and researcher embedded within an engineering consulting firm.
Poulsgård Stockhom, Kåre
Head of Innovation, GXN/3XN
- Industry, Technology
- Digital tech anthropologist embedded within an architecture firm.
Poulsen Ulvbjerg, Esben
Business Development, NREP Denmark
- Industry, Users
- Conducted practice-oriented Post Occupancy Evaluation
Schouten, Nico
Green Building Consultant. Metabolic
- Industry, Science
- Actor in environmental services, consulting, and within city strategies.
Stryco, Filip
Technology Innovation Consultant, EY
- Technology
- Insights on full stack development
Sun Co-Op
Founders, Michael and Gareth
- Users, Culture
- Future cooperative housing development
Walbech Ryberg, Morten
Quantitative Assessment Division, Danish Technical University
- Industry, Science
- Environmental Engineer
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9.6

Appendix F: Additional Graphs and Charts
F1: Willingness to Share of All Users by Sharing Type

46 practices are deemed to be “private” the user did not wish to engage with others. 40 practices could be
categorized as public, as 16 and 19 percent of all activities could be shared with “Anyone” or “Neighbors”.

F2: Spatial Satisfaction of All Users

43 practices were recorded as being done in a space that was perfect for that activity. 46 practices were recorded
in spaces where the user stated they had slightly to significantly enough space. 28 practices were rated as having
been slightly to significantly spatial inefficient.
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F3: All Practices Scaled Up for Densification

Data for Sharing Allocations (Shared)
Row Labels
Art/Craft/Creative
Anyone/Neighbours
Friends/Family/Household
Cooking Dinner
Anyone/Neighbours
Friends/Family/Household
Eating/Dining
Anyone/Neighbours
Friends/Family/Household
Exercising
Anyone/Neighbours
Friends/Family/Household
Only Me
Getting Dressed
Anyone/Neighbours
Only Me
Laundry
Anyone/Neighbours
Listening to Music
Anyone/Neighbours
Friends/Family/Household
Making Breakfast
Friends/Family/Household
Only Me
Making Lunch
Friends/Family/Household
Partying
Anyone/Neighbours
Personal Hygiene
Friends/Family/Household
Playing an Instrument
Anyone/Neighbours
Friends/Family/Household
Playing with Kids
Anyone/Neighbours
Reading
Anyone/Neighbours
Only Me
Relaxing/Lounging
Friends/Family/Household
Only Me
Showering
Only Me
Sleeping
Only Me
Smoking
Anyone/Neighbours
Friends/Family/Household
Socialising/Chatting
Anyone/Neighbours
Friends/Family/Household
Studying
Anyone/Neighbours
Only Me
Using Phone/Social Media
Only Me
Using the Bathroom
Only Me
Watching TV/Movies
Anyone/Neighbours
Friends/Family/Household
Working from Home
Anyone/Neighbours
Only Me
Yoga
Anyone/Neighbours

Avg of Sharing People Involved (Final)
Ideal Room Size,w Sharing
Total No. People
6.833333333
7.25
68.02123673
6
56.29343729
4.45
6.25
30.17345029
3.25
15.69019415
7.272727273
8.1
32.57500216
6.583333333
26.4755676
7.071428571
9.2
92.86183124
2.5
25.23419327
1
10.09367731
2.25
6
36.60682235
1
6.101137058
11
11
30.28203337
4.75
7
54.13277643
2.5
19.33313444
2.25
3.5
21.42004969
1
6.120014197
2.5
2.5
22.48715967
19.66666667
19.66666667
31.85882714
2.5
2.5
10.48715967
5.666666667
9.5
62.48730856
3.75
24.66604285
10.5
10.5
36.19808534
2.875
8.5
88.64791236
1
10.42916616
3.5
4.75
36.73086473
1
7.732813628
1
1
6.8986
1.7
1.7
12.10424426
7.166666667
7.75
16.04700553
6
12.42348816
11.58333333
12.375
44.19260771
10
35.71119815
3
5
43.730807
1
8.7461614
1
1
7.7986
1
1
7.2986
6.416666667
8.5
53.10547949
6
37.48622082
3.25
5.5
59.15534531
1
10.75551733
8.5
8.5
38.42734944

Total Spaces Required
17
8

2
1

10
15

2
5

11
14

1
2

18
4
4

2
1
4

6
19

1
19

25

2

13
13

2
5

13
13

4
13

25

10

25

1

25

10

8
17

1
4

25

2

6
19

1
19

17
8

4
8

25

25

25

15

17
8

2
1

17
8

1
1

13
13

3
13

25

25

25

25

4
21

0.5
3

13
13

2
13

25

3
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